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TreaMstei^ File GSlarges
Over Fired Workers
b y Phil Lee ,
with Wendy Cherubini and Peter Barnes
""-The Teamsters have.charged Colby
College with violating the National Labor :
Relations Act by "discharging employee
James Goodale in retaliation for his support of the Union." v
Iri a letter accompanying the formal
"Charges Against Employer" to the National Labor-Relations Board; counsel for
the Teamsters stated, "We feel the College
has departed from its normal procedure
solely for the purpose of retaliating against
ah influential Union employee... y
"G oodale was fired on February 13, "
1979 and the charges and letter were filed
y
on February 22.
x ;
" An investigator from the National
Labor Relations Board is presently screening the case to determine it it; warrants a
hearing; .
. '¦-¦¦y - v : y
'./-•y-Goodale i who has worked Colby
security for thirteen years, was fired for
allegedly sleeping while on duty. Although
Goodale claims in a sworn affidavit that
he was;not asIeep, the focus , of the. case: >
appears to be on a;supposed "departure '' y
from the security department 's policy by
firing Goodale instead of giving him a •
¦• . -' written warning.
*
According to a written statement
by Director of Security Jeffrey Gordon ,
and superintendent of-B. and G. Ansel
Grindell, dated February 23, the policy;.
of the department is "that any security. .
staff personnel found asleep will result in
a written warning. -,
>,
;A second violation will result in an
unspecified
suspension fro m¦¦¦duty
¦ without
'
'
pay. : y ^, y i . ; r 'v - .y ' '... - ./ ' y - <• y. •;• 'r ^ ;.; . . .

•A third violation of this policy will

result in termination of employment. ;
'.' G oodale claims in his affidavit that he never r eceiyefl any written warnings'XX
for sleeping on the job , that the-only written warning he evet/gotwas for possession
of a guri, and that "the only two warnings •
the College has given that I (Goodale) - ¦ ¦
know of a_e .the I gotfor the gun," and
one given to Walter Wihh "for sleeping
aroimd February 22 oif?3^'' y ;
Nick Kaari, Colby's Personnel Dirand Gordon both declined to .ornector,
am ent on
the case. Kaan said, "At this
point I don't know what should be disr
cussed'without jeopardizing the case."
In a 'rep ort?- dated February 13,
1979, with no title except "To: File,"
Gordon claims he and Grindell found Goodale asleep at 4:14 a.m. with an alafrri
clock set for 5:00. The 'report' states/that
Gordon "relieved Officer Goodale of duty
and advised him that 'I (Gordon) don't>
want a man who sleeps on duty working '
* for me? and that fprmardismissal would
be forthcorruhg later on that 'same day!" .
In his affidavit , Goodale contests . '
the 'report ' sayirijg, "that was not the way \
it happened." Goodale said he was rest- ,
ing because he was sick, but that he was y":i
not asleep. He saw and heard Gordon coming, and.he called out thinking Gordon }.
. 'was a fellow employee; Goodale stated
that Gordon took his keys, badges, etc.
and told him, "'we'll let you know¦ later
on today what the outcome is.' " • ' .,'Goodale states in his affidavit tliat
"To my knowledge, Gordon arid Grindell
have never come on campus during the
Continued on page iwo.

TJnion lssue :^' '^
Sp arks Petitions

. y'^y Nick Mencher
Between 70"and 80 signatures have
passing the petition around was suggested
to do so by the management at Colby and
been recorded on two petitions concerning
those signing it may have known that manthe March 3Q vote b y Buildings and Grounds
mi_ht see their names on it. Let 's
agement
workers
on
unionization.
¦ ¦¦
face it, a:lot of people at Colby are afraid of
;' ' ' " The first petition reads, "We .'th'e unlosing their jobs."
dersigned employees, are not in favor of
Personnel officer Nick Kaan said that
teamster's union local 48."According to
the petition "is basically say ing we don't
Teamster International Trustee Richard
want a union," but added , The college is
Peluso, who received the petition yesterday,
not part of it, and can't be part of it."
it contains between 50 and 60 signatures.
The second petition , titled "An open
The petition was circulated over the last
letter to the administration ," contains the
Week bytwo employees of B & G, a secursignatures of some 19 faculty members and
ity officer and a maid. .reads, in part, "We, the undersigned memRegarding the petition , Peluso said ,
bers of the faculty, feel very disturbed with
"Our, personal opinion is that whoever was _
the attitude of the Administration. . one
can see that the Administration is threatening the B & G personnel and interfering with
their legitimate right to unionize. . .The Ad- •
Teamster's
ministration's criticism of the
(in their series of letters to ~B & G workers)
appears to be a smoke-screen. The real inby Mark Labdon
tent is to discourage the B & G workers
from j oining a union."
more able to: leave
already unsuccessful
Martin Doolcy of the Economics
One of the faculty members involved
¦
marriages. . . :¦ ' ' ¦;¦
Department has received fellowships from
in the petition effort said that "several peoDooley believes the topic important
the University of Chicago and the Brookings
ple were involved in writing and distributing
Institute. ,
in relation .©' government policy. He says
the petition" and that the 19 signatures reopolicies involving Social Security, Income
He plans to take a year's leave of
present "a very good cross-section of the '
Takes, and Income Support programs are
absence this Jiinie fbr a Post-Doctoral Feltenured and non-tenured faculty." The petbased oh the stable nuclear family concept.
lowship from the bepartrrient of Economics
ition "will be sent to the Administration
But now, he says, "divorce rates and reat the University of Chicago. He will prob- :
this Thursday or Friday after further circuably accept the Brookings Economic Policy X
marriage rates are rapidly rising. That aslation,
fellowship
the
following
sumption
is
becoming
.a'
year.
dubious."
. ¦¦ ¦;• ( In Chicago Dooley will participate in .
Instead, "We seem to be moving to a
Continued on pa ge two.
seiriinars and workshops, But ne says the
situation where it's more common for people
main purpose of the Fellowship is to perform
to move through a series of more than one
^
his 6wn;rcsearch.
marriage." Therefore, he feels there is a need
to restructure government policy.
"the topic I'll be pursuing is interrelations between market work and marital /
Dooley is the third member of Colby's
Economics Department to be awarded a i
stability hmong American women," he says.
Divorce rates have risein, lie explains, while
Brookings Fellowship; Professor Hagens,
the job market for women has changed.
who is now serving hi the Department pf
Social Security, and Professor Tcitenberg,
"I waht to look at various economic factors
who worked with the Office of Energy
underlyih e'.tlio;e phenomena."
Planning, are previous recipients. Brookings
"vVhiTeresearching in Chicago, Dooley
fellows pursue research in their fields as ;
will work with Gory Bebker , wlio was a
employees of a government agency. ,
Mellon Lecturer here last .spring. He consi;¦•; ' ¦¦:• If he accepts the fellowship, Dooley.
ders Becker one* of.theerriirieht cconpmists*
hopes to serve in the Department of Healthj
mthc
field.,qf labor economics.
• , ( ' ] Dboley erriphdsizes that he Is not tryEducation and Welfare. Specifically;'W' 1' '"X
would like to work on Income Support proing to prove that grcater job.opportunities
warns;^ whi ch usual ly affect single parent
for women cause divorce. He believes infarriilies and come under the area off governstead that since, many women are now more
ment policies¦¦ that
Dooley
considers outeconomicallyindependent , they are thus
¦' -• ¦"/-"••
';i ;:- .; ; - 'y ' . - \;:'y^y - ' . ¦¦• '•¦ ' :"
' m\0X vX^y \f x ^ r: xXr:. y ±yX ; , „ ' _ dated. '

D6oley Lands FeUowships

Mart in uooley. Economics Departme n t

WOMEN'S BASkE fBAt -^JN STATE

y x i: y ;y^

i the Colby Women 's Basketball
sqiiaid will open their 'MAI AW tourn- ' ^
^mejit ' play ^Kursdayi aftwn 'ooh^ at ^ i^
5:00 In Wadsworth gyninaslun ^ Tlie ?
game/against U.S.M., should be very
excltlngJ iGet out and suppo rt the :-y
Mules. yXy ., <y m:X ^ X^ ^.^.y iXy i:^--

Tomorrow,
It^ ^ ^^^^^
^^
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•;Teamsters
The procedure for tomorrow 's elections was announced at Monday 's Stu-A
meeting.
— . " Students will vote for class officers ,
representatives to the Board of-Trustees
and Stu-A officers. There will also be Stu-A
-referen durh questions .
The polls will be open fro m 10 am
to 6 pm this Friday at Robe rt 's.' The referendum questions will be posted behind the
polls in order that the students may read
them over before they vote. The Board also
reminded seniors that they can vote in the
Stu-A elections.
Cultural Life Say Zernbillas asked
students to turn out for the latest "b rainy
child-." a new wave band here toda y that
is fronted by Say Zernbillas and Steve Kirstein. In support of this, the Board passed
a pro clamation calling toda y the campus
"Mick and Malignant Day" for the New
Wave band "The Malignants. " :
/: The Board also passed the First Annual
Student *Association "Ma ine Misappropriation of the Year A ward. " This honor was
awarded to Robert Cohen , editor of the
Bates College newspaper for " his flight to
California to spend a cheerf ul afternoon
with that national disgrace . Richard Nixon."
The Board also recommended that Richa rd
Nixon be named the mascot of the Bates
football tea m. Both were passed by a acclama
Hon.
. • . .y
Public Information Chairperson Scot
Lehigh announced that the Stu-Rep Assembly will not meet until after the new Public
Information Chairperson is in office .

Continued from page ¦one. . . r
night. If they -re called because : of trouble
they come up. I have never talked to anybody about why they were out there. "
Goodale also states that "It is general knowled ge that the city police and •
College security people nap while on the
night shift. "
•
,i
Goodale describes himself pin the ¦
affidavit , as the "prin cipal contact be- •¦'•¦ : •¦ ¦ ¦
tween the employees and the union. " • ' -. '
In an interv iew, Goodale said he
first conta cted the union after getting 3 y
the idea from. Waterville police he wasX.
talking with last fall about workmg conditions. Goodale said he and other , co-" workers had become concerne d about "
changes Gordon was making in the security , department. These alterations included a proposed shift to plain clothes in, and an increase in¦ work
stead of
¦
¦ uniforms
X . . ¦* V
• •¦?¦ ' y .y
load. ¦;
.
'" ;. ¦' Goodale said chat at that . time he y y
"fi gured it was going to get-worse before '
it got any betterM said to some of the ,
boys, 'I think it is about time soriiebod y"y
does somethin g about this. ' We figured \:
Gordon was going to be a 'little Napoleon'
the way it was hap pening. "
In his affidavit , Goodale says he . •
"formed a steering 'conftnittee to lead the
orga nizing campaign . ..I set up a steering committee meetin g at my house which
was attended by eight or ten employees.y

This was around Octob er or November
of 1978." ; y --- ¦ ¦- . ;• : /¦ : ? '"' ::; .;i: v :- " ¦
The affidavit continues , "We had y" ;
two meetings at my house. I set up a: X.
meeting .at St. J ohn 's school in Winslow
and we had two meetings there..... '' , . ,
"Until December ^' Goo , iole continued , "Grindell had always been friendly and talkative with me in theVriiorn ing
. . .then he started giving; me the coi3: y
shoulder. After that; .sometimes hewould
not even say hi or he would sdmetiriies
y
y."'
just-grunt .'
.: -? .Goodale states that arou nd December he was told to see Nick Kaar £ PersorinelGfficer. Kaari asked him for a descri ption of his job "arid; his "likes arid dislikes
and what were the hard parts ." Goodale
states that in the course ofthe talk , after
hearing som e of Goodale 's complaints ,
Kaan said to him, "?I don 't thi nk outsiders should be..wdrkiri g for us--we can .
do more within our ovra communit y' or
somethin g to that effect. He said he'd
rather see the college handle it and he .: '" ¦'
wouldn 't want outsiders to."
: ;:.
Goodale also states that he was ¦
.. given "four more build ings" to check ,
besides the twelve he had , iri November
or December , 1978. In an interview , ,
Goodale says that arou nd ' the same time,
"Gord on told him he would have to start
"listing in his report " everytime he went
into a building. . . " Goodale said no brie
' else was askecL to do that extra paper?
work. He said that Gord on also began to
insist upon "two complete rounds which
we didn 't do before. "
Goodale said in the interview that
as a matter of princi ple he wants his job
back , but "I'd never work again for Colby, at least not under J eff Gordon ."

•Petitions

Continued fro m pa ge one.
The letter concludes , "Particularl y in
a liberal arts college,,with the^ alleged values
of a more democratic and equitable society,
it is discouraging to see such eff orts to hinder a group in th e college community from
making their own free decision. "
A ccording to a source who wished
to remain nameless , "very few, perhaps
twenty " of the original eighty B & G workers who r Squested a union election refused
to sign the anti -union petition. The source
also said that , "at least half a dozen " of
those signing the petition had not sent in
cards asking for the . involvement of the
teamsters at Colb y.
"The object of the petition was to
discourage the union from holding a vote
on the 30th ," one B .' &"G worker said. "I' m
not against the college, but all they 've said
all along is that we have the right to vote
for or against a union. I don 't unders tand why they don 't leave us alone and let us
vote."
Peluso said that despite the petition ,
the vote on unionization will "defini tely
take place on the 30th. "
Peluso added , "Colby will do anythin g possible to stop people fr om votin g
for the union. The college can try to brain wash people , but when you go into , a boot h
onl y G od and you know how you voted. "

Photo by Greg Mills
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KDR
"He llweek"
Ends In
Chapter
Suspension
by Frank Harding
The Alumni Corporation of Kapp a
Delta Rho has suspended the campus chapter
because of problems with the fraternity 's •'.
pledge training. .;, ; y.
: ' ¦" ¦;.. ' ; y ;. '" ' • '¦'
"Members of the fraternity were in- 1 formed of the- suspension at a house meeting ¦
held on Feb . 28, attended by E. Mayer .' ; "
Malony, Executive Secretary ofthe KDR- •
National Corporation , J ohirWhittier , President of the KDR Alumni Corporation ,-and "A
Lawrence Bare , Secretary of the Alumni
Corporation. -They were on carnpus for part
" -of their annual evaluation.
The suspension came as a result of several incidents which occurred around campus
during KDR' s "hell-week ," held during J anPlan. D can of Students Earl Smith , fearing
a violation of the school and fraterruty r'ule
against hazing, expressed his concern oyer :
the matt er in a letter he sent to Maloriey, '*
Whittier arid House President , J im Corill. ;:
x The Alumni Corpbratioh then suspended the charter ,because Maloriey said , ' "We
did not feel they had acted appropriatel y ¦
during what they call 'heU-week ,Vwhich we
disapprove of." When the three officials arrived at Colb y on; their annual trip, they attended the chapter meeting to discuss they,
problem and possible alternative to KDR 's,
present pledge trairiirig program. ^ Whittier "
said , though ,"The meeting was rath er anti
climactic because the brothers had alr eady
recognized the problem
and taken steps to
¦
eliminate -it. " . - - X '¦
The fraternity had alread y formedy
a committee to .chan ge the present hazing
program. , The meeting was not so much ' ;
concern ed with the suspension
; , but wit h X:
ideas the represen tatiy (K.felt wbuld 'be ¦> ¦/£'
benefici al to a new prpgram ;y; ; y ^^ pro- ^
. Whittie r said he felt the new
gram should include trainin g in the traditions, history and objectives of the org- X
anization. Such a program. he said,"would
do more than their present one and-be less
disrup tive to the campus. "He offered the -<v
bro thers his guidance and assistance in in- y
'
itiatihg a on
new
tosystem
sa thatof pledge training ;; ¦:
He ^ierit
the;sus pehsi6ri was
y
intended to: ' give the brothers added ih^ y:
centive (to change) arid d^iife tHat ^e ; ¦ y
would be consul t ed when"thepro pnrairi was 1 '
designed but' prior tx.;its;implementatipn. -'' ,} '
"Wnittier; Malbheviahd Barr met with •
;
Smith ' the morning after the: Chapter meet-? y
ing and assured him that measures are bCv ; • yy
ing taken to eliminat e the hazing prbbieimiS ^y
Maloney said of the situation ,'.'! tninkthat; ! ]X
we've^ got it turned 'around and I don 't think) ;
vve'U have problem up hw
X y; y Dean Smith said .;,'''if tlie-national .^:^r;; V
?; ]
fra ternity is taking careo fcthe
, pr oblem;U ^;;
I;am ' c<mtenf:w.th:;thati f!§;^ :&
":: v:'y^,C6 _ll> 'whb: _XRM ts-a;pro
a;n e^-'pro'j ^amby,ro ^
bjeUe yes^e^^mni:C ^tpdra ^
a. '.'wait! "imUsee'' ; att.t ^
' ati6rt i\ He ';said'^:!tH< !':l)^
ttii^0/Me %l\at (tW
are ;ma^hg:'an; ,atteriipt ' tp
ceyure. ;"jHfe added that ^' the lorig run ^ :• v*;
''the suspeiisiori «wlll;have a, strengt hening 'X 'XX
c^tct. 6t(thC'\
i6\ix ^XX'XXXv^
;/v :/;:. '" ' v:CoiUl'is!corifidcnt 'thfe :suspensioh ):(;
will be dro pped fblldwine the; successful XXH ^X
completion ofIriejd: yiedr -s pledge trair ^: ; ":!:-• v ?
in g and initation, 'iinder -a; new prpOTarri ;' . , : y:!:
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effort , as rriany years will it be until you
' rnarry.s-; „ :
X . ' ; < /y ;¦
Then down North Carolina way 'tis "
said, whoever gets the short erid will enjoy
wedded bliss first . But the spell can be cancelled out if the longer end is hung over a
bedroom door.
Mostrfrustrating for wish makers, it
seems, would be adherence to a custom,
rampant iri" Illinois;- 'Whichever end you
get , you have to bury the'wishbone and
wait for itio be recycled by nature before
- the wish can come truef
The merrythought is believed to have
beenfirst noted by an author in 1<507 and
ever since then, that little old breast bone
"was regarded as a divining rod on the state
of love affairs.

Trivia
rgi 9

lime

' ¦>X:; X^:y ± XC ^X 'Xy ] 'X\

^

' by Bruce D. Brown

And the answers:
(A) Long or short, it's a toss up.
lust be sure two minds are agreed before
the pulling match begins
^ the merry^
Romantically cEITed.
thought in many folklores, if you were a '
Scot, you 'd have to do more than break •
the magic bone to get your wish.
There you bore a hole through that
" little module at the top joint , set the bone
astride the bridge of your nose and do
your damnedest to get a thread fed through
the hole.
As many times as failure marks ihe V

Today, the .ariswers to .those three'
questions that^ have beeri.picking at your
mind for a long time, but you' never"knew
quite where to go for the answers;'
• 'i " .. ':The,questibris:.'';. - '.'",''':'i:' '' •¦': : " yyvy ' ¦ "X
' (A) Does, the long or the short end
of the wishbone
count .when makirig.a ~;.,
wish? .;.: ';.. '. ' ' - :'V ; ¦. ¦-. . - ..;::[ ' [¦: -. .¦ '•' .' ;'¦ ' , ;. „ .;y .
(B) Since Michaelangelo and other
gre_t scidptors of that era didn 't , have access tb sandpaper , how ¦did the'y get their
¦ <. ' ¦¦
-*. " :
statues so smooth?
(C) Where did the phraise, ."Don 't:
let them getiyour goat ," Originate?:^:

Page Three
(B) Sculptors back then had to use
hard sand-usually quartz because it is harder than marble-which they worked into a
paste form. They rubbed in onto their nearfinished works with rags, and basically just
kept polishing it with finer abrasives until
they achieved the desired result.
(C) The phrase is derived from a custom of placing a goat in the same stall with
a race horse in the belief that the goat
soothed the horse. Unscrupulous competitors sometimes would steal the goat in the
belief that it would upset the horse and
he'd lose his poise, and in turn, the race.
Class dismissed.

India Authority To Give
Phi Beta Kapp a Lecture
Political scientist Susanne H.'.Rudolph ,
authority on 'the 'culture arid politics,of; ' r
India , will present the anriual Phi Beta: Kappa^
'
Lecture at Colby.; X' 'X r. : .X^
' ''-X x X ; 'X' ' X'.\.¦
The chairman bf the departmerit,of
political science at the University of Chickgb,.
will speak at 8'p irn:' tonight iri the Robin- , :
son Room of A^erLibrary. y ' ;;._ ; '.' "' 'X ' -XX \ ¦-":.*
The occasion honors students who
have been newly elected'to th^:inembership
of the natiorial sbciety. Colby's shapter of " •'"'
Phi Beta Kappa-wasestablished iri 1895 ;:
under the stimulus of J. William Black,.professor of history who served¦ as the brganiz- "
ations's first secretary; :"' :¦' .'. ' ' : ' ; y bh! " ; ~
Prof; Rudpiph's topic^"Pepys ! - '
Horseback: The Diary of a" Rajput Noble^ ; '
man," deals with a work she h^ been editing since 1971, ari'87-volume recollection ." :;
of Aniar Singh , written betweri 1898 and f
1942: It sheds light on the family arid pub-" ' :
lie life, 'culture andRvalues of men and wbrheri
in the join family arid iri the courts of the •' ,;;
aristocratic-princely state society; ;^ ; ' ? ' ¦,;'.' ' .
:¦ Prof; Rridolpfris iri the process "of -y.
writing a book f pr the New, York Council
on Foreijgn Relatibri-i "The Making 'of a! Xy.
arid /
Major Power: Indiari;State Ecbribmy
Economy in the 1980's." ;'- ¦' ¦- ' '"•"', H X X 'X X "'
Her other books4 includes; "The"Mod--X
erriity of Tradition":. Political DevelopmehtT¦
in India" arid "Education.arid Politics 'irif ' ¦' ' '
India. Vy - - y y^
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Su$anneH. Ruaoiph , poim cai.scieniisi
f rom the University of Chicegp X\ y;.y.X :

.

to Phi Beta
Kappa:

X: \£. '^ :^\:^-x x :'
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Com piled by J im Thrall

Community Service
Proj ect Unwelcome
STARKS, Maine-The Institute of
Cultural Affairs, an enigmatic organization
which appears to combine politics and religion with an.avowed purpose of social
service, has been a focus of controversy
ever since it moved into this town last year
with a proposal to start a "human development" project. .
Saturday, at the annual town meeting,
Starks'residents registered their desire by a
more than two to one vote that the group
take its unsolicited aid elsewhere.
Defenders of the ICA at the meeting
pointed to public service activities the organization had initiated in the community
since its arrival last May, singling out setvices such as mowing the village green, establishing a wreath company, and organizing a winter carnival.
Most of the projects promised when
ICA workers first proposed; making Starks
an "example community" for other towns
in Maine have failed to materialize, however, and the group 's mysterious methods
and religious doctrines have aroused further suspicion among residents.
Calling itself the "world's largest
private comriiunity-development corporation," the ICA is the community action
"branch of a Chicago-based religious group
known as The Order -. Ecumenical.
Other projects are being conducted
by the group in other areas, as one resident
of Charlotteville, N.Y., who was present at
the Starks meeting, explained. In the Charlotteville project, he said, there has been

Lambda Chi
Sponsors
Marath on

Morning Sentinel Staff . -:
found "duplicity at every level of the ICA.
Any corporation that weaves deception ; into its operation is-atleast-suspect." ._' ,_ .
Starks town meeting Moderator Paul
Willis stressed that the 110 to 50 vote ar~
gainst the continuation of the ICAVproject was only an indication of local sentiment and said the ICA could be legally restricted from continuing its work.

Chin a Evicted
From Laos
China accused Hanoi Sunday of tightening its grip on Laos, Vietnam's small western neighbor, as part of a Vietnamese drive
to dominate ail or Indochina. The accusation comes with the announcement by the
Chinese that their advisers in Laos had been
evicted, they claimed, under Soviet and Viet
namese pressure.
Vietnam rebutted by accusing Chinese
Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping.(Teng Hsiaoping) of forging a "devilish alliance" with
Washington, and saying that the cowboy
hat Deng donned in Texas shows his "real
nature.
Vietnam claimed fierce fighting continued Sunday against the Chinese invasion
force near their common border and insisted that the Chinese were not withdrawing
as Peking announced Jast Monday, but were
actually advancing in some areas.
Western analystsin Thailand have
said that China is apparently continuing a
slow pull-out of its forces'. They also said
they could not substantiate Vietnamese . :". .
claims that Chinese troops were shooting
wounded Vietnamese' soldiers and civilians
and had fired on a Red Cross vehicle.

¦
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... Vietnam has repeatedly accused the
Chinese of mass atrocities in the three- )
week-old'war, and has bitterly denounced
Peking's ties with the United States. ¦

MiddleEast Peace ^
Pros pect Uncertain
JERUSALEM-President Carter was ,
debating whether to extend his peace riiission here Monday morning as a .statement
by Israeli Prime Minister Menachim Begin
Sunday night declaring "we have serious
problems" indicated that the outcome of
the Middle. East peace attempt was'still uncertain.
Carter flew to Jerusalem Saturday
night after spending two days in Egypt
discussing Egyptian demands with President Anwar Sadat.
The "serious problems" noted by
Begin probably referred to disagreements
over self-rule for Palestinians, analysts said.
Israel has demanded that Egypt settle for
limited Palestinian self-rule to begin at an
unspecified date, while Egypt has refused
to make concrete moves toward peace,
such as exchanging.ambassadbrs, until selfrule begins.
Israeli analysts predicted that Begin's
statements were preparing the ground for
a refusal of Egypt's proposals; although ,
they noted that even if the Israeli cabinet ;
accepted the proposals, a final agreement
could not bereached without more U\S.
talks with Sadat.
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Roserigren
AndMeyer

GERALD FORD'S old fraternity at the U.
of Michigan is being revived after being off
campus for nine years. Delta Kappa Epsilon
The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity is
sponsoring the fifth annual skating maramemb ers show rushe es the ori ginal chapter
Eric R osengren an d T oe Meyer h ave
thon benefiting the Pine Tree Camp for
meeting site arid tell them, ''These are the
been selected to receive fellowships from,
stairs Gerald Ford fell down."
Crippled Children on Saturday, March 17,
the Thomas J.V/atson Foundation for •
¦
in Alfond Arena.
' ¦ ' ¦
¦
:y .
'
:. ::y \; y. :[
postgradua te, research abroad.
X
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"
.
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. It is not too late to get involved. Any
Roserigren, a senior economics ma- .
student who wishes to skate can obtain a
TOO MANY FOREIGN STUDENTS , said the jor , and Meyer , a government and East
Asian Studies major who graduated in
sponsor sheet at th e St uden t Activities
fi of Mississippi School of Engineering,
office in Roberts Union.
January, will each r eceive $8,000.
and so a lid was placed on any further forRosengreriiar
id Meyer are among <*
Chairman Billy McKechrtie is setting
eign student enroIlrneriti'The engineering ;
seventy fellows in 1979 who represen t 46
a goal of $ 5,000. Everyone is eligible and
dean told the student riewspaper;"If too
small independent colleges and universities
McKechnic urges all to get out and skat e,
many foreign students enroll, then the stu-)•
throughout the United States. t
even if only for an hour.
d ent body would be overrun and accept cul¦ Rosengren, a member of Phi Betaj ,
The day promises to be exciting with
tures of foreign countries." He said he wanted
sp ecial prizes , and T-shirts being presented
t o be sure t he "cultural arid ethical operations Kappa since nis junior year and-a<Julius ' -!
Seclye Bixler Scholar, will survey the ''"
to all skaters who collect $25 or more in
of t he school reflect,Mississippi. ;
' ¦;•¦'" ¦ ¦ ¦jx :Xx ¦¦-¦, ' • 'x- xP ' ¦ j i
trucking industry in Australia, the oftly y
pled ges. Refreshements will be served all
nation in .'the 'world to have, a deregulated
day to take care of the tired slaters.
AN UNGRAmMt.CAL LET TER fro m two interstate system. '
The skating begins at 7 a.m. and conU.- of Wisconsin Student Association leaders
"My experience will be an oppor- ,
tinues for 12 hours. Registration starts at
blasting officials for being unresponsive to
timity to see how the absence of govern6:30.
student n?eds prompted another letter from
ment control works and what implications '
Even if you don 't plan on skating, go
there are for deregulation in this country,"
a UW regent^ Snc identified at least 28 errors
down to Alfond arena and give some moral
.'. ¦ '• '' '"• ' ¦ ' ;; ' ;'
and 'denounced the students for their inability says Rosengren , .
support to the participants.
to write "a simple statement correctl y, even
He will be working ar
id consulting
McKechnic is very excited that this
halfway correctly ."
with government agencies, trucking comcould be one of the best marathons ever.
panies, unions arid various cxpertsjn Australia. Rosengren 's in t erest in deregulation
spans several years. He helped cornplete;,• ..,;
for the Maine State Attorney's Geneiral^y
Office a report on the truclung.ihdj i-try in ,
the state. Proposed legislation^, resulted';
Meyer 's investigation will;concern ;
bvernment-irhposed land resettlement in
f ndonesia, Malaysia , arid the Philippines; ,
¦
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Dartmouth
Gets
Day Off
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•A day off from classes opened up
communication lines between faculty, administratorsand students at Dartmouth.
College. A . convocation was held to discuss
racism and sexism at the .request,of concerned students. ' P ' yX ¦: X X PX 'r
; Most"classesi were cancelled' or rescheduled last Thursday for studeht/facuity
discussions 'ori niiribnty issues'.'The program
for the day-included ;speecheisr f-om students
representing women, Blacks^ 1 IjJative Amerlcans 'and Latiri Americans..Inthe atternoon,.
students iriet iri small groups moderated by
two, professors: XXX; / * • "' :
,,
Blacks and women students presented
a list of demands, including an increase iri '
the number of teriured black and woriien j •
faculty^members and black , ferriale. Latin *
American and Native-American students. ¦'
They also requested the expansion' of the .
Black and Women's Study Prdgrarris, and the ;
the withdrawal of the school's
stock in South
; ¦ ' ¦" :'' :
African
corporations.
¦
'' ¦ . ¦• '¦'Student discontent stemmed from"
recent racial incidents j specif IcaUy; the disruption of a hockey:game by two students '
dressed as Iridians-a Dartmouth symbol that h
has been discontinued because:of its racial
connotations. The two students were sus- pended for the rest of the term by a judicial committee. They appealed to President
John G. Kemeny, who decided the punish- y
ment was inappropriate, according to his ;
Executive-Assistant Mr. Farielli.' Instead,
he put them , on "College Djscipline'? for
one year . to be lifted in jurie i- they act- [X
ively work to;prevent discrirriinatiori.v
¦Th e difficulty wasV'' Farielli's.aid. y
"rumprs started that the Presiderit had par- *'
donned the students.":There -were'further
inciderits,' which prompted student'Ieaders
to present to the Dean a petition to cancel
classes bri Wednesday, March7> c"They were
concerned the campus was becoming
too; '
polarized," Fanelli said. ; ': X.Xy [ :y\y .( "*.-, ¦;.'
- The petitipn was referred to Kerneny,
who brought it before the Executive Committee fo the faculty. The Board voted to '.„•reschedule Thursday classes. '• • v , - ' ¦> -'
S "Response to the program was favorable.
"The feedback !got was it has been useful
in clearing t he air ," Fanelli said. "On the
whole, I think t he, d ay went off pretty, well."
• A Boston Globe article quoted Dartmouth senior Sani'Wineb aum'il'This is the
first time in my four years ariything like this
^
has h appened and it's good."
; . . . ' : Donald.0,'Bannon , a, Black student
leader , is also quoted in the article. "The
fact that it happened is the most positive
step,'' he saidi addingthat racial tension at
the college has been reduced since the dis,X:.Xv l !?r-; j i- ''- v. ;:¦' , i'.'7! < .:-: ¦ \ ¦ : .; .cussions. *
The "moratorium "was not a totally
new,ide;ato Dartmouth. Accbrdirig to Fanelli ,,a symposium on the ,meaning of the > o
liberal arts;educatiori was held;in 1975. "It
has been done ot her tinies," he said ,"but
' it's not somethin g y ou do lightly because
people pay good money for classes and the
privilege ot attending classes; Very of ten
you.can do;tli<i«ame kirid of thing on a
Saturday or during the afternoon/ '
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by Philippa Kirby
This summer , a grou p of Colby stu- '
dents will go to the People*. Republic of
China at a cost of $2275 per head.
For those with enough cash to go,
th e tri p will be led by Lee N. Feigon, Director of the East Asian Studies program
here at Colb yj and will include visits to
Peking and Anhui province. Says Feigon:
"It 's one of the last chances to see China
before you have Hilt on hotels and MacDonald 's restaurants-in other words , before it begins to look like other cities
throughout the world. "
Feigon is a former editor for the
Encyclopedia Britan nica , and has master 's
degrees in Chinese history and in Far Eastern languages from the University of Chicago, as well as doctorate in modern Chinese
history from the Universit y of Wisconsin.
When asked about the United States '
naturalization of relations with mainland
China , he rep lies that he thinks it's a very
positive step: "I think it 's long overdue/'
He feels that the American acceptance of
Taiwan as the legitimate Chinese government was wron g-the real government exists
on the Chinese mainla nd. One of the reasons for hostility between Taiwan and China ,
he adds , was the U.S. support of the defeated forces ; now th at the Taiwanes e no
longer have" that support , th ey will have to
work on accomodation . He says: "Its whole
justification for existence is predicated on
the fact that they were backed by the U.S."
Feigon-feels that naturalization can only
serve to aid our understandin g of the most
populous country in the world-China. "
At the same time , he sympathizes
with the reaction in Taiwan which the American , decision has aroused ; Feigon liv ed
in Taiwan himself for two years; and , in
considering the countr y and the peop le he
knew , he says: "Tha t 's one of the reasons
wh y I'm torn about naturalization-but I
genuinel y feel that it's for the better. " The
much oublicized demonstrations and attacks
on U.S. diplomats , he underst ands from an
acquaintance still living on the island , "w ere
entir ely planned-th ey were completely orchestrated by the governriient in a last attempt to pr otest against the Unite d States. "
They even went so far as to set up portable
toilet facilities days in advanc e.
Feigon 's views on the Chinese invasion of Vietnam are also of interest . He feels
that it is a very dan gerous and unfortunate
situation , in fact , and he says: "I wish they
hadn 't done it. "H e goes on to state: "The
Chinese are getting themselves into a situation which the U.S. encountered in the .
60's and early 70|s." Fortunately, howev er ,
it now appears that the Chinese are with drawing, arid tha t the tense situation is lessening considerably.
It seems then , that a chance to visit .
'mainland China now would be of particular fas cination , as Feigon is quick to note.
The tour will visit fduB areas: Canton ,
Shanghai , Peking, and the remo te Anhui
province. The last in the list ensures that
the trip will be unusual: Anhui is considered to be the crad le of Chinese civilizat ion ,- and is the home of Chen Duxiu,
founder of the Communist Part y in China.
It is also an area which few foreigners have

visited, and it will pr ovide a rare insight
into the Chinese lifestyle before the pro bable western influx destroys some of the
traditions of China.
The Colby-party will be taken around
as a group, though Feigon says that it will be possible for individuals to walk around
the cities unaccompanied. He has visited

Fa gin Fin ds China
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China before , and says of the Chinese people: " They 're always ver y friendl y, although
they do tend to be restrained with forei gnCi_>»

"inter preters , despite the fact that Feigon
himself has an excellent knowled ge of
Mandarin Chinese. He feels that the constant presence of these officials will have
both positive and negative effects: the
group should become closer to their guide
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Man y Colby students are confused
about the board rebat es for thos e people
who did not spend J an Plan on campus.
Concern has been expressed about
what the rebate is for , what it covers ,
why it is the amount it is, and why everyone may not receive the same amou nt. As
one rebat e reci pient , K ate Critc hlow. states ,
"It seems to me that thing s should be explained when credit is given. The amount
returned didn 't seem approp riate for a
months , food service. They just gave a credit
without explanation. "
The rebate was $46 for Jan Plan 78.
It represents the money that the school
saved on food cost by having fewer students to feed. Paul O'Conner , the head of
Food Service, explains that this amount is
pr edicted in the tall by det erminin g how
much money will be spent for the rood consumed by students here for J an Plan , devided by the number of students present
for the month. This amount is the rebate
for students living off campus during J an
Plan.
O Conner states that the actual sum
spent per student was, "Ver y close to
the amount we estimated it would be.
We were within $.60. We bud geted fairl y
w ell. "
Colb y students paid $970 for board
for the entire school year , or roug hly $109
per month. This figure covers much more fhari
food costs, f or in includ es , staff wages and
benefits, electricit y for the dinin g ha lls ,
paper goods, cleanin g supplies , and all the
other commoditi es necessar y for food service. All .these expenses are still present over
J an Plan , the only significant savings is on
foo3. Hence, the board reba te covers only
food.
Some students may have more or less
than the $46. If a studen t had an outstanding debt , or credit , the amount was subtra cted from , or added to, the rebate. If
y ou feel you did not obtain the correct
amount tor your reba te , you should check
at the treasurer 's office.
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place. Its happy colors,
-I
elegant decor , soft ,: comfortable
I
furnishings , its multi levels of activity I
centers where you can observe , play I
or join the crowd. Coming soon to
I
y ' yy x. ¦ - ' -Waterville ,;.. - ¦ - ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ; J ' : '

Setter 's Saga

"*¦!ummmv

41 Corey

If ? Even Hie best
I can get better !
I -the ^
fascinating
M

so that a personal relationshi p can develop.
However , there is always the inescapable
feeling that a guide or an interpreter is mon
itoring all movements and convers ations.
Says Feigon: "The main reason for
going is to have a view of China outside
the normal academic field. " At the same
time, one of the puposes of the tri p is an
attempt to forge links betw een Chinese
academic institutions and Colby. This, Feigon believesK is particularl y exciting, because direct contact between Colb y and
China could only result in a greater under standing of the Chines e culture , thus creating opportu nities previou sly unknown in
the United States.
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Class Officers
1980
Jack McBride
I feel very strongly that the primary
concerns of the class president should be in
the organization of the best possible social
functions that class funds allow. ;
In three years of attending class functions at Colby, I've found the good, wellorganized party to be the exception rather
than the rule. This year's senior functions
are a good example. The senior-faculty
cocktail party this fall was poorly organized,
and by many accounts the Senior BaS was
a flop. This can be avoided through thoughtful planning.
I've organized social events through
both I.F.C. and my own fraternity, and have
become aware of the way in which limited "
funds can be stretched to the utmost. This,
and thoughtful consideration of the desires.
of the majority of the class, will lead to
the kind of memorable social functions our
classdeserves.

1981
Susan Ingraham

My name is Susan Ingraham and I
would like to be the President of your class.
Now I am the treasurer of the Class of 1981,
arid, as such, am the only experienced classofficer running for President. I am already
involved with the activitiesand thus, "know
the ropes" and many of the wishes of the
class.
However, I would like to be your
President to be able to better help organize the class to do its desired activities. I
feel that I could make a good President for

Dave Buff urn
The job of treasurer encompasses both
the maintenance of the senior class accounts
an^the planning of class funcitons. Our
next year should be a very exciting one,
and I plan to work to make it the best yet.
Remember to vpte DavVBuffurnfor
Treasurer, time will ptovethe'widsom of
your choice.

Also Running
C_/

President:
iohn Bees
>arcy MacKinnon
Greg Mills .
Jim Nelson
Vice-President:
Catie Fulton
_
Susan Manter
Treasurer:
Joanne Shannon
Susan Thompson
Secretary:
Diana Herrman

lane Suliivan

the Class of 1981 because I like to get involved with the functions ofi-ny class members and friends and I would like to get to
know more of my class.
Thank-you for your time. Please cast
your vote for me this Friday at Roberts.

Also Running
President:
Tom Betro
Larry Branyan
lay Donegan
Philip Hough
Vice-President:
Stephen Pfaff

Treasurer:
Faith Bramhall
Richard Dube
Dani Nemec
Secretary:
Pamela Heleen
Tory Sneff

RAH ! RAH!

. . . . . Xx Clms^f ^
Pres idential Candidates
Paui 1 .McGovern
Recent reports of student apathy are very
very disturbing. By means of newT-lood in
both the college's administration and the student body government, the student body
government, the situation can hopefully be
reversed. Greater unity among the student
body coupled with a better relationship with
school administration can provide us with a
means by which we can get the best out of
our school years. Greater unity between every,
one is one of my main goals.
•_'_ ' y
—-
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In the course of the year, as a member
of the Freshmen Class, I've been aware of
our integration with the rest of the Student ,
Body. While this is advantageous to the individual's development, it detracts from the
unity of the class. As much as I feel that ;. . -, .
this is an important issue, there are other ._
!
elements to deal with. Some.of-.the issues ¦
would attempt to explore as President of ¦
the class are 1) having class meetings, thus
encouraging active participation by class
members, 2) instigating more social activities,
3) charitable functions, 4) community involvement.
I feel that I am justly qualifies as a
candidate for the office ot President of the
Class of 198_.. As a government major , ! .
have involved myself in the following activities:Stu-A Representative, Stu-J Review
Committee- Secretary, Stu-A Executive
Board - Secretary, member of the Medieval
Festival Committee, and Chairman of
nighttime activities for -Winter Carnival. I
was equally involved during my four yeiars
at Northwestern Regional High School in
Conn. I feel that I can and will fairly represent my fellow classmates. I hope you consider this when you vote on Friday

mjl .¦L^^\ : ¦_! t=_8\
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Everyone's cheering for Yamaha. And why not? Today with
their new line of receivers, Yamaha's making the hottest news
in the Audio world.
. .' " . .
; While most manufacturers; . are striving for more and more
power , Yamaha engineers are acheiving less and less distortion,
,
And without a big price tag.See what everyone's cheering about/ Visit your nearest New
England Music store. There's always financing available.
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Frank McGee
I feel that the role of a freshman president is to raise money for the class and to
increase the nj imber of social events available to freshnien. If we start to raisemoney
now the next fewiyears will be much easier
and certainly more enjoyable. Such events
as Casino Nights and concerts can earn us
money as well as providing more activities.
What we do freshman year can greatly determine the financial and social success of
the class in years to come. . I .think our class
has a lot of spirit and,potential. -If elected,
I feel I could do a gbodjob. I'd appreciate
your vote.

Rick Wald
William Shakespeare has been quoted
as saying "All the world's a stage ana we .
are merely actors." Well , we are actors, but
we are also the directors and the script is
yet to be written. When you graduate f rom
Colby College and you look back,on the
years we, the.class of 1982, shared .together,
you'll want to remember them as a period
of accomplishment; a period for learning
as well as enjoyment.
With strong leadership and active
class participation this can be a period of"
accomplishment..Each of us has an important role to 'pliy", schblasticaliy, athletically,
or even socially. Together we can help each
other to grow and become read y to meet
the challenges of a demanding world.
I'm asking for your support because
I feel that I can provide the necessary leadership. I want to organize the class of 1982,
so that everyone, scholars,'athletes; "musi- cians, and partiers, benefits front what a
strong class governriient has to 'offer. I hope
you will vote for me, Rick Wald, as the president of our class, the class of 1982;.

y x f i ve x:/.
President

Party
Tickets

; David Strage

Br enda Nadeau
Andrea Brantner
We are running for President and
Vice President of the class of 1982. Our
goal is to bring the class closer together.
We're going to be together for the next 3
years so we feel we should all get to know each other. As President and Vice President
we would organize fund raising projects so
that we could hold parties and/plan trips
for bur class. There's more to Colby than
the library and classes and we'd like to get
away from the regular party routine. We'd ,
like to have theme parties, and maybe some
ski trips and many other things to pull the
.:
class together;
We know it is hard to vote when you
don't really know the candidates but we
ask for your support. We'd like to make
this next year a good one for
us all.' '
" ¦ ¦
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When .it comes to representing a class,
there are few others willing to work as hard
and devote as much time to the office as .,
I am prepared to do/
1
• To me, an integral part of an officer's
duty to his class is to be receptive to innovative and constructive ideas and for this
I believe I am well quaHfiediSince'September; I've made a concerted effort to integrate myself into all aspects of campus life. My primary involve-¦ ¦
ments have included the radio station! - " ' : "'
WMHB -for which Tarn a DJ' arid ' promotions Coordinator, the Echo (soccer -correspondent), Powder & Wig (En ds and Odds),
and last but not least, I am Social1 Chairman
for ATO.
I think you'll agree that an experienced
class vice-president who has been involved
in campus activitiesand is willing to stay
involved: for you can benefit our uniq ue
' . •. \
Class of 1982.

Lila Duffy
Nancy Bnggs . * . ¦' . ,• '. , ¦ ' . .
We, (Lila Duggy and Nancy Briggs) * , ,;¦
are running on the party ticket for sophp- > X.r. ,,
more class president and vice-president."Our '
primary goal will be to provide.social ac- , ¦'" x<
tivities in an effort to unif y our class.
Some of the ideas we have are ; athletic
competition , a wide variety of parties ranging from "come as you are," to the party
with a touch of "class."We hope to bring ,
our class together through funa raising
events such as raffles, dance
marathons
and car washes.
, ;
. As candidates, we are eager for,your ^XliXX
support oridrhppe you will vote the party r ' A ,.,
line on March 16th, We guarantee a' fun year; ^ ' '
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¦ . -. ;¦ ^ Presid ent:
. . . • j XX' i Chris Landry ' '

Vice-Presiden t:
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Ron Shapiro
' Patty D'Loughlin,
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Episode Foiir:Firgt^rat-Party
by Alfonso C. Smith.
Part One - Electricity
t

i

. I returned to the dorm and found it
abuzz with activity. The lobby was filled
with a cluster of people, some in full regalia
and on their way out, others sort of shabby
and burdened with books, on their way in.
They all seemed to be talking at the same
time, one yelling a little bit louder than the
next.^Upstairs nearly all of the room doors
were open, each ej ecting its own and different version of.activity. Even the doors that
were shut seemed to eminate a feeling of}
movement, of action, of electricity, a fed- '
ing that filled trie corridors to the brim. The
bathroom was alive with rude conversation
echoing back and fro between the shower ¦
stalls. The phone extensions were ringing ''' " ..
non stop'. while in one corridor five people
played.tacklefootball. As the washing X.
machine clicked into 'spm,' I started singing
a nameless tune and walked not-to my own
roombut to Wizard's room. The electricity was there, top. Wizard's
door was open and he was painting his girlfriend's blouse with swirls and blotches of
bright acrylic paints. She was smiling arid ,
mixing strange looking colors for him! I :
walked into the room and put an album oh

before addressing either one of them with
conversation, hsai down and talked toVthem
about the day which, as it turned put, had
been pretty boring and average for all of us.
The stereo seemed toget louder and the
music faster. Wizard 's girlfriend asked me
what the time was so I looked at the electric
dock on the Wizard's desk and told her "It's
seven fifteen ." She tensed, smiled, got up, •-„,and said that she Had homework to da Wiz
said:"That's: cool, Alf and I have a party at
ATO to go tp." I raised my eyebrows. I
had never been to a fraternity party. His
girlfriend put Her coat on and then grabbed
Wiz around the neck , stared in his face . and
started giving him small necks on the lips. He returned about two kisses and then
stepped back and quickly painted her lips_
bright blue. She smiled really wide and .
walked out. It was obvious that they really
liked each other. And anyway, there were '
a lot of bright blue swirls on her blouse.
Wiz walked back into the room, the
noise in the corridor getting noticeably
louder and followingliim in. He said, ''Okay
Alf, do you want a few beers before .we go
over to ATO." Lsaid sure. Wiz usually has
pretty good ideas. He flipped my beer to
me and 1 opened it using the edge of the
coffee table. A large chip of wood fell to
the floor.'Wiz downed his whole beer ln one
gulp and said. "Well , what are-you going to
wear!1" I answered that I hadn't really given
it much thought. I sipped about a third of

Page Seven

my beer. He said, "You know, I think I'm
going to wear the hat." The hat' was a ten :
gallon cowboy hat, about six sizes too big,
that a cousin in Texas had sent to Wiz a few
years back. Wiz went and put the hat on. He
said, "Now, don't I look stupid?" I agreed
and he pitched another beer at me. I took
my first beer arid started trying to drink it
all. Btit I looked lip at Wiz in his hat that
went down over his ears and eyes and cracked
up, coughing up beer and spraying bubbles
out of my nose.He laughed and called me .
a wimp and f felt that I had to drink the
rest of the beer arid my new bottle with
little to ho pause in between.,!did so and
he turned up the stereo. I started f eding
electric.
. ¦ . ' ' 7" We sat around and drank beers for
about ah hour. We sipped for a minute or
tvvo longer and then Wiz went to^is closet
and put bii a blue striped shirt. Unconsdously I got up and went to my room to put on
a white shirt. I came back to his room and
he put on a three-piece grey suit without the
jacket. I was impressed so I went to my room
and put on this dumb brown polkadotted
blazer. I walked back into the Wizroom and
he said, "The Alf Blazer? You're you at your
best!" We both laughed and went wilder, each

of us taking turns trying to outdo, to come
up with a better bizzare, than the other.
Wiz ended up in a vest and pants, shirt, ten
gallon hat, a cane, and a boring tie. I looked
even dumber. The noise in the corridor
seemed to enter the room as if there were
no door to stop it. Everything was plugged
in. As a final touch we each chugged a beer
and then painted our ties with the leftover '
paints Wiz had used on his girlfriend's blouse
earlier in the evening. We were ready.
We both sat down for a minute and .
looked at ourselves. The album on the turntable ended and we didn 't utter a word. The
noise in the corridor seemed tb stop for a
minute. I could imagine everybody just
stopping in mid air, all of them turned off
for a moment. Wiz and I j ust sat in silence,
gearing up, charging up for the party. And
then, as if by the mark of an electric buzzer,
we jumped up and headed out the door. The
corridor was louder thin ever: The air sizzled
with electricity.
(Look in next week's issue for the second
half of 'First Frat Party,' the latter half will
be entitled 'Reacting to the Acting.')

To be Continued Next Week

Weiss To Dire ct NewProgr am
by Kathleen McHugh
The National Endowment for the
Humanities has awarded $50,000 to support
a regional and Canadian studies program at
Colby. Jonathan Weiss; Assistant Professor
of modern languages,¦¦is¦ ¦tlie director df the ¦
¦¦.;-, ,y ¦ *' ¦'
program. ' "'
,. > ':; y
The purpose of the Regional and
Canadian studies program is similar to
that of the Black Studies Program. Through
the program, Prof essor "Weiss will Jattempt
to coordinate courses throughout the college
inthe study of Maine and eastern Canada.
The project will encourage research and observation of the Northeastern culture, and
studies comparing and contrasting the North
eastern and Eastern Canadian cultures.
The NEH grant "wiU enable faculty to \
prepare hew courses in regional studies and
revise existing courses to include study of ;
the region. The grant will also help "establish courses iri English and Canadian liter- ,
atiire and support lecture series^ !
Professor Weiss has taught French¦¦'.¦..
Canadian literature courses at Colby since
1974, and this year introduced "Quebec in
Transition," which looks at changing Quebec
society through its.literature, y :•; ;¦.< x
This semester, Professor Wwss arid Professor Bassett are offering-a teamrtaught ;
course in comparative American and Canadian
literature.'; y :y.-yy;XX. X-vyy : yy X xCXxX-X ¦X¦.
' : X' " ' - 'xX^ • X ..' 'f Xp • .'*; ••''". ;' ; rj n y:;:y ". X' .'•; ' .¦_
Future plaris caj l for courses and minicourses on Canadian architecture and art, ;
Franco-Americans in Maine arid the history
of women
iri education in Maine and Quebec,
¦¦
.,¦ The departments involved'iri the multidisciplinary program are Modern Languages,
English , Sociology ('Education and Art. Pat: ,;.
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦' • , .' ¦ ' ' ¦ ¦ ,; !•
' . •. •

¦¦
¦ ¦ ¦
• ' ,' ' : ¦ ' ,' ' ' ' ¦. '¦. , ¦ .: ' . ;. ¦ ' .-

* f"'" ¦¦¦""^

ticipating faculty are William Miller, Jonas
Rosenthal and Marilyn Mavrinac. An out-, y
growth of the program is an exchange of \,
students, faculty and resources with Carleton
University in Ottowa, Ontario. Carleton students will be sent to Colby to study American literature while Colby students will go
to Carleton to study Canadian literature.
Carleton has already sent lecturers to Colby.
Professor Weiss sees advantages for
both students and faculty in the project. He
feels that "the regional studies program provides students with a direct contact with
people and an environment that they normally, have no contact with." The program
also helps students come to a better understandirig,of their own culture by studying
another culture. Wdss feels'that the program
will encourage "research arid stud y in areas
_
much too long neglected." •
Professor Weiss says that he hopes in !* *¦«
*
the future to be able to offer 6-10 courses
f
*
on the region in various department, includ-' ;
____.
ing the sciences. .
_____
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This year Harvard Summer School offers you a University housing is available. Qualified secondary ,
admitted selectively,
wide variety of open enrollment courses taught by school juniors and seniors
" . ¦'' .„¦ ¦""
distinguished faculty, .Take advantage of outstand'
ing university libraries, ' laboratories, and Tf SM X i - - ah. „n„t.oaa , ¥„„„, oa *..„.._«¦ i a
museums, and enjoy a full range of* summer ath- l^^^ ^i^ ^tl^2\ ?J» l v
Fowweek^
letics and arts activities. ¦
' •' . , ., ¦; ' ¦ y ' ." .' .' ..' ,. ¦• <' '•' ¦ ¦ ' ' . ' ¦ ''
Arts & Sciences
Four-week and eight-week undergraduate and For further information , return the coupon
graduate courses in more than 30 fields, including a below or contact Harvard Summer School,
full premedical program. Day and evening classes. Dept, C-4, 20 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA
02138, telephone (617) 495-2921.
„, y ,
¦ ¦.¦ ' ..;
Education
, . '¦'.
¦ ': '
Graduate level study includes eight-week evening
'
mmm m
mJ '.: mmmximm; mmm mmm mmm
^
courses and four-week daytime Institutes. •
,
-,, |
^^
¦¦
¦
_
'
and application for:
Plcnse send cntnloj
Special Programs '
- •
Sciences ¦ 'D Secondary'School Students, I
^
Four-week and eight-week non-credit sessions in • 1:°^^
¦
¦
English as a Foreign Language. Six-week Dance I ¦ ^ ; aiid Education , • ,D Dance Center'
English
as
n
Foreign
language
?
y- .
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Center program;
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"Ni ght Fue l"
A Risin g Star

di Bonaventura
Joins Colby
Symp hony

Sherlock
x Lives

by Joel Carroll

Highly acclaimed pianist , Anthony
di Bonaventura will appear as soloist with
the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra on Sun. evening, Mar. 18 in the fourth of
five orchestral concerts scheduled this year.
Mr. di Bonaventura will perform two
contrasting piano concertos, Mozart's C
major , K.467 iri the first half of the program
and the Ravel G major , in the second half.
Mr. di Bonaventura began his piano
studies at the age of three. Ten years later
he happeared as solois. with the New York
Philharmonic. He has performed in 22 countries and has appeared as soloist with major
orchestras and conductors including thirteen
performances with the Philadelphia Orchestra und er Eugene Ormandy. Compositions
by Ginastera, Berio, Ligeti and Persichetti ;.
have been written expressly for Mr;
¦di. . '._ Bonaventura.
. '.,. ..,.•
. ' ..
Recent performances and recordings
have elicited high praise from music critics
around the world. Of his performance of
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No. 3 last
October in Symphony Hall , the music critic
for the Boston Globe wrote : "I do not believe I have ever heard , in live performance,
a technique more fully and completely developed , more flexible, more finished than
di Bonaventura 's . . . Certainly the event of
the musical season so far ."
The program will include von Weber's
Overture to DepFrelschiifz arid the Handel-.
Harty Water Music Suite. The concert will
begin at 8,pm in Wadsworth Gyiri. Tickets
will be available at the door for $2.' Free
admission for Colby students with ID.

You may have heard the new singles "" rance for ahpt yet wealthy, up arid coming
"Nobody's Slave" and "Angd" on WMHB. __ _ band, y ' .', . xXyXXXCX .;;., X x .x '^P ,
_ The origin, of "Night Fuel", go back
These songs are performed by "Night Fuel,"
a Colby-based band. ,
a number of years. Says Frolio, ."I played at
various^Pla«s' by rriyseit since high school
Members of the band include: Colby
senior Sara Frolio. vocalist; R.P. Higgins, 77, . . .Then two years ago I bumped into R.P.
guitarist; Jeff "Dune" Lowe, '77, keyboards; and we hit it off. We've been ' playihg indif' y "\.
Sandy Pardee '78, Bass; and Tom "The Crow" ferent ,vgroups sirice therii" '
Night Fud " was originally a band
Caine, a non-Colbyite on drums.
"Night Fuel" is' currently touring New named- "Pearl," and enjoyed a local popularity on campus arid at Watervill bars.
England colleges. R.P. and Dune have temSince these promising beginnings, and af- :
porarily taken over the vocals while Frolio,
ter
a number of changes, "Night Fuel" has
who will graduate this May, finishes school
been gaining momentum and increased pubat Colby.
lic exposure.
. "Night Fuel" plays everything from
Bonnie Raitt and Little Feat to Fleetwood
However, the climb towards that farMac and Bruce Springstein. However, their
off success has. not been easy. They have had
original material is what they like to play
their setbacks. For instance, last fdl Sljsbo'
best, "We don't want to rely on other peoof equi pment was stolen. Consequently, they
are still acquiring some much-needed equipple's music, we want to keep trying,and
doing our own originals... . We want to
ment. ' .. • ¦'
develop our own sound," Frolio says.
Future plans include a possible tour of
On their own initiative, "Night Fuel"
'. ;
overseas military bases in conjunction
went down to Interrhedia Sound Studio in
,
with the U.S.O. This summer the entire
Boston and recorded a tape: Cortland Records band , including Frolio, will devote all their
turned this into a 45 r.p.nii, copies of which efforts to their music. But it will be diffiwill be available on campus in a few weeks.
cult. Says Frdlior It is so easy to play liere
"R.P. has taken it to a radio station around
at Colby. Everyone gets wicked psyched to i
Boston," says Frolio, "but no one is willing ,hear the band. But it won't be the sariie atmosphere arid it won't be as easy once we
to play it - yet."¦ .'
.' She went on to comment that DJ's of- get away . .. But we want to givelthis a
shot 'cause you can 't do it when you're an
ten expect "a favor " in return for airtime,
, .,.¦ . .
old lady." . ' . •
:
Obviously, this can be a tremendous hind-

John Bennett Shaw, a leading expert on Sherlock Holmes, will hold a work-,
shop on the literary
character
July 6r8 ¦ ¦
¦:
•¦
at Colby. - x . .-. ' "y ¦ ' X- ':. ' . : X y X.;.:. ,. yy ..;;. - : y , " , y . , ' ,"
,
the
division:
of
special
Sponsored b y
>
programs; the presentation;consists of - :
lectures,- films, and discussions concerning , , y
social and literary.background . the Hohries
¦ ?
character ,.the ;writings on the writings, . '.. - ''
Holmes arid popular :culture,. and ,the ;
' X 'Xr
Holmes societies. ' ' U V:: 'X' X
'
to
opportunity
is
an
workshop
The
exchange ideas yf itt.i those who shiare fas- v y
,
cination with the legendary detectiye of ;
; ;•
iriia^nation.,
Doyle's
Sir Arthur
Cohan
¦¦ . . Shaw is a member of the select JJak- '
er Street; Irregulars arid founder of the ; ,
Scion Society,, the Brothers Three,¦ of .Mor- .,
' '/ " ' ¦ y.. .- . ' . '¦
iarty. X y
¦ He is a residerit of Sante Fe,: New , X
Mexico, where he keeps what .is recognized , ., ,
as thei firiest-cqllecitori of Sherlockiari rriaterials iri the \i&lXP:] ' X X X X x XXX Xy; yy ;; ^Information and registration, forms:; '
for the workshop.may be obtairiecLbyv
contacting Robert H. Kany, director, div- ¦V:
ision of special programs;at Colby;y- X..X '¦ ' j

¦¦X . '" . . ' ' '.'';X yXiy \i ^i - :' , .\y- X, X j y r .\^ r ;y.y . '- .:^ . 'y \. , 'y :y ':-

Bli ej^ass

^

: .;.. ,. ;¦ The Har tfo-dv-djj; b^

ticks V-. . .some'tf
^
; ""
. grass'..!".'' On Saturday,' IVlarch 16, jack y X.
¦ ;;
.- Tottl,.and the ,Tasty Licks;will per form : '~ . . . '.X. \y.
at S .p.rri. iri'Given Auditorium; > 'XX V "' ""¦¦'
. Jack Tottle has absorbed the best ;
traits of Mandolin picker:Jesse McRcynolds ,
•f Bobby^ Qsbbrrie arid Bill.Monroe ;for/ia!liigh-. ' Xi,
j vly persQ-ial yetr traditipnaLstylp ,\ Talented ^ , «
P at b ringing!riewv iife"to old sounds* ;!rpttleij ' 't* '-1 .£-' .
ii' adds a superb vocalskill to his solid music- ; :«, .

(al ;aiiiiityi ;;y^ yrf , ^xp xxm:p' p PX... *:./ p

• , . ¦ ,( '

»
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Jack Tdttle arid the Tasty licks,

y
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¦

¦
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¦

-

;; ; y The Tasty.Licks materialiis almost
y$
1 - 75%' original, featuring dynamic ' instruriierit- 'j ;
H als and beautiful lyricSi LGuitarist>vocalist _ ' ij
iiviPat'Eri- iglit is oiie.bfithe irripst powerful y " M
y tenor vocalists in the'countryi Belli Flecks , 'p
<f 'fast,- innbvative ba
tlie groii p.carid Mark-Schatz adds Ills bii-s ' " ¦,i;;
^i sound alone
with a fine v6i:d-ta \cirtXXX Xl ; X f l
iSJ^^^T^ty^iclMipteschts traditional bitter^;
; grass with;a>fresft'^scrisitive.approach ihat i ;^; :•;
frihtf arid^i S"¦ v
A'¦ f'wiir'ib'
^blutoBs
¦ ea
¦ ppreciated
.'
" ¦ ¦¦, t , - ¦" » V'' '- ' ,(
' ' ( ' i ! ' ( ' ' ' $ ' \' ' ¦"' ' ¦¦ . '
* *
* . ¦ '.
' ' ',
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Page Nine
on violin. When he blazes on electric violin,
as he do es on "Caesar's Pala ce Blues," he
provides some of the albums' most exriting
moments;
The music of U. K .is genuinely exciting, yet it has enough substance to it to
withstand repeated listenings. "Danger
Money " is extremely well-recorded , and
the sound virtually leaps out of the speakers at you. For a solid album of interesting
and powerful music, try U.K., I don 't hink
that you 11be disappointed.

King Crimson albums.
. '.¦;:¦ Instruirientally, Eddie Jobson is the .
key mari in the band: in addition he has . .'
co-rwritten all of the songs with Wettdn.
J obsori's synthesizers and organ give the
band a dense sound that very few trios can
approach. Emerson, Lake and Palmer are
a fairly good point of reference in attempting to, describe what U.K. sounds like, for
they share a predorninance
¦ of keyboards
;
anaelegant sound: ¦- . ¦ -: ELP
is
U.K.
apart
from
What sets
the added instrumentation of EddieJpjjson—

GMetp ie Pr esents
\.\

¦

.

.
...

,

¦

Anierican Academy of Arts and Letters and
the National Institute of Arts and Letters.
Exhibitions of Gillespie's work have
been staged at the Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden, Washington, D.C.; the
Galleria II Fante Di Spade, Rome; The.
Museum of Modern Art, New York ; and mi
merous other galleries.

.
As part of the Student Arts Festival .
painter Gregory Gillespie will present an illuS'
trated lecture of his works this Fri. Mar. 16,
at
8 pm in Given.
'j¦ .
Gillespie has received numerous awards
for his work including the Academy-Institute
Award in Art in 1976, presented by the ,

ElectrQiiiG
MuslcEV P:y

Golloqiiniin
¦
The Colby Electronic Music Center
will present a program of hew music, Fri.
Mar. 16, at ,7 i 30 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel.
¦¦'¦-¦ ';¦¦. Students Mark Garcia and Jphnathiari
Baskiri, will present their own 'compositions
realized in the Colby Center. Mr.; Adriari Lo,
director of the Colby Electronic Muisic Center, will present several of his cbmpositioris
including his most recent work; In this work
Mr; Lo integrates a twdfth-century Chinese
poem with tlie electronic medium, creating
a collage of sound entitled "Thoughts at the
Po^shan Monastery."
,

\

During this program Colby welcomes
Malcolm Goldstein, a new faculty member
at Bowdoin specializing in Ethnomusicology.
Mr. Goldstein will present an original work
using electronic tape arid metallic instruments
entitled "Cantos II." The-work incorporates
the poetry of Dylari Thorhasi Marion Moore,
Ezra Pounds Gertrude Stein and James Joyce
with contemporary electronic sound.

^_;n{_Enn_£i-C_:ri.
;;
Steel sculptures
ofjj arriet Matthews,
assodate prof essor of art at Colby College,
will be on view Mar. 11 through April 20
in the Treat Gallery of Bates College in >
Lewiston.
;Xx .:. X xX X XXp X ' ^ X ^ -. XX :xX¦ ¦ v The 15 pieces
arid wotking drawings;
included in the exhibition reflect the artist's
interest in archaeology, anoyare the result of
KerjEiuropeah -tri p-lns^

XtX, Filni Direction presents: Dersu Uzala, ;
directed by Kurusawai Sunday, March 18,,
at 7 ari^'9i 3P.p;m.;L100 ^
'^K'y

March 16 at 7 and 9»30 p.m. Starring Michdel ,Cdiriei Sir Lawrence, Olivier; One of the
best mysteries ever filriied^ deadly^airie; '
of Riwsiim;;llotilettei LlCO; Adm,:$\f.y / j f t ,,

^.yfy TKor^
presents the; Jdmes;Mbritg6mery,:Barid with
special guest ''ThieiMdrshair''on Sdtii Mdri
17dtiBipih-ii Thoiniw College Gymnasium. ;
Ticketi.are *3ilri advance, 53.50 on , the:, ';
ddy bf the shbw. Tickets available at the .
Thbhws College Bobkstbre^Maine Aridio,:
DeOrsev'si 'Al Cbrev Music Center* and v y
(Rober^Unib^

Record Review
U.K. "Dan ger Money " '
¦

"

by Dave Ashcraft

¦

—

When U.K. formed riearly two years
ago, people expected great things from the
band. Since all four members were seasoned veterans of progressive bands such as"
Yes, Frank Zappa, J ean-Luc Ponty, Roxy
Music, G6ng and Family, U.K. was burden¦
ed with the tag bf "supergroup." ;.'
retains but two of ^
: Although;U.K.
:members their second ""
inalif
oiir
these brig
album "Danger Money'' is .a solid effort.
Ther group's sound is nearly unchanged..,
' The nucleus of U.K. is keyboard J^ddie Jobson, who largely defines the band's
sound, and J ohn Wetton, an impressive
singer arid bassist. The newest member is
Terry Bozzio,-who has the formidable task
of taking Bill Bruford 's place on drums.
has not
Former guitarist Allan Holdsworth
as
been replaced^ leaving U.K. a trio, but
sirice his contributions were stifled in the
highjy structured compositions, the other
three iriariage quite wdl without him.
X: While the muisic:' of U; K often soars
off bri long instrumental flights; it never
loses the listener in hopeless complexities.
The coriipositions have solid riielodic hooks
for the listener, to grasp, and John Wettbn's
vocals add a ebnereteness to the sound. Wetton's singing in soristantly expressive, every
bit as eood as his excellent work on the later !
Thomas Parker, winner of the O'Henry
Prize .fbr fiction will read Monday, March
19 at 8 p.m. in the Robinson Room. A professbfat Canada College in California, Par- '"¦,
kier's short 'storib have been published in
Jldrper's;AntlochIteview;Ep6^ and other
He has recently com.literary magazines.is
pleted a riove^arid currently
to working
; ona new bne^Admissiibri Mon.; night's
; reading is free; y Xp p X }p , y - PyP - 'X . . .\ '
'' , '...'¦'¦• ' »' ", Kariist Mark Bvotte will present an
, all-Russibh program bri;Ft. Mar. 16 at 12:30
,in Given AuditoriumV Music by Rachmaninoff,
Kdbdlevski arid Khachaturiari vill be featured.

by Gregory Gillespie

"Self Portrait in Studio "
. ThcOuting Club is pleased to present
Bert & I with Marshall Dodge on Wednesday j
March 21 at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium. ,
Tickets are $3 in advance, $3.50 at the door.
They can be purchased at the Student
Activities office beginning March 5. Seating is limited, so buy your ticket early.

Stu-A Films presents: Way Down East
Wednesday, March 21 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Starring Lillian Gish. This silent film classic was.a box office smash in its day. An
innocent girl is much abuse!., but filially
finds true happiness. L100. Adm. $1.

¦f" Even the foest
I ean get better !

—,

y;; The Colby Bdridjprcsents its Spring
Concert
in bri Thursday, March 22, at 7s 30; \; ; r
^.mi GiveriAuditorium. The cbncert;/ ; ¦
should provide sorriething for all musicaly. i
tiutc^inducjinj^
Sousa marches, a rock number called "rock; :;
,_ E n<^uriter/ "If eaturirig frw
on drurhs.; The program cbritains powerful
contemporary pieces as well;as a traditional ,
overture } "Raymond i" or; "The Queen's; : 7.
Sfecret.'VThe concert will be a great way to
¦ ;
celebrate the beginning of Spring Break;* ¦;;;
stop by,;Givcri Auditorium next Thursday
; , XXy X
jnignt forisome quality soundy
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Final Basketball-Statistics
NAME "

.

'

I FGA- ¦' MX j %

400
253
186
98
296 . 149 '
298 .' 149
248 . jq s
61
33
53
20
44
34 ,
_a__-_^__-_-___ai__--B__-_
*
i_-_M__--_-R __-_m__-_^__ -_i
Mike McGee
Mark Lake
Paul Belanger
Daved Harvey
Tom-Zito
Bob Reynolds
Greg Pomeroy
Jeff Douglas

I

- PTS- AVE.

.633 662 25.9
.527 234 10.2
.507 327.. 14.3
.500 338 14.1
.436 258 10.8
3.1
.542 75
4.1
.642 82
60"
.¦2.6
.455
'
-in- '

Final Hockey Statistics
NAME
GOALS ASSISTS TOTAL POINTS
Mark Kelley
;18
36
118
, 16
. 16 .
32
Ed Ofria "
, 19
32
DaleHewitt
13
10
20
30
Pat Murphy
...
11
13
. 2 4
Jim Erskine
12
19
Dan 0'Halloran *7
6 - . •¦ ' • . 1 7
Paul Eichelroth • . 11 .
1
12
,
Tom Painchaud 10
8 .
12
Bob Norton \ . 4
1 ;
11 ;
10
MylesGrady
¦^ | v11"
IMark Ciarallo y |, * ' . y | 10

-

Sports On The Hill

Building Wor The Futu re
There were many highlights to this
year's season. Beating Maine at Orono had to
be the height of the season. The victory over
The winter sports season at Colby,
Bowdoin in the tournament is also worth
proved to oe one of inconsistency . Many
' \_
remembering.
team performance were sharp while others
' Although the team suffered through
were flat arid unexciting. The major indicathe problems of '79 , the majority of team
for the¦
tion from¦ the results; is.a preparatiori
members returning next year make the out¦
future. ' „ , ; ;-; : ;;' .. Vr ,' y .:'. ; . . .' •';,„,.. . XX ' Y '[' ' "' look appear promising.
The. future of men's basketball appears
The indoor track season suffered through
to be the brightest. ,The team ' corripiled a
an adjustment with a new coach. Jim Wes-.
cott's team finished 1-8-1 in meet competi1.6-8 record this season with no seniors and
only two juniors in the starting five. With , ' .'¦ tion. Although tj ie team didn 't fare well
overall; individuals still stood out ,
Zito . Bdanger, McGee, Lake . and Harvey all
returning next season , Colby should be one
Senior Paul Kazilonis repeatedly outof the powerhouses in New England, v .. - ' "
jumped
his opponents until ,he ran into some
¦ ' Highlights of this season induded a
'
difficulties
near the end of the season. Fresh'
trip to Mew York City where the Mules deman Mike Thurston set a new school record !
feated two city teams, Baruch and Pace.
in the indoor 880 -yd. run; Personal bests were
In addition , the Mules also captured the CBB also set b y Dan ¦Osbffin the mile ¦¦arid ¦twotitle again this, year, y ',:¦
.; '' ¦'' : '¦'
mile run. ;¦¦ • ' ' * , ;¦ -.'. ' .
. v ., . Jhc play of players ,off coach Dick
There are very few seniors on this year's
Whitrriore's bendv also was surprising. Bob '
team so the outcome of coach Wescott's second
Reynolds, Jeff Douglas, arid Greg Pomeroy
year should be better. , '
consistently.sparkecT tHe Mules when they v
Women's basketball has yet to com- ¦
entered the game.'The bench didn 't have a • plete their season and despite their present
senior on it so;this will add strength to the
record , their season can only be seen asti suc;>:v team next season;- ¦ ¦.y : . /y - Y ¦¦
cess. Coach Gene DeLorenzo has added many
'.¦;". , .- . , The women's hodcey team also had
quality teams to the women 's sdiedule to
an outstanding campaign.-At one point durimprove the caliber of play.
.
\ ing :the year tncy had an ll'garne winriing
The, improved schedule has led to imstreak. To finish up 'tHe,season, the women
proved court actj bn as Patty •Valavanis, Nancy
':¦;•'',placed second iri theCprndl'Invitational
Chapin^Airiy D iividoff , and Jan Barker have
¦
' Tournament. .¦;:, ; ".' ' X;.\xy .
been the heart of the 78-79 squad. With a ' ;.' ' '
Despite two losses V.N; U.,
.
limited number of seniors ana an expected
» ' Bob. Ewelrs first season astocoach wascoach
very
good recruiting year, the onl y way for the
•; /productive; He projected;aMnriing spirit on
CblbV women to go is forward;;'
the team, and the wpmeir rallied behind him.
;' .;,, , ,'Thc,'swiriitcarh was a-majo. surprise
y i. , : ;; Seriibrs Lee Johnson arid Carol Doherty this winter as they went unbeaten in their :
v will be lea^ng after this;seiason. These women first six riieets. Records were not safe ais many
will be hard .to. replace but the foundation
school arid pool marks wcre brbUeri. Coach
' rhas beeri laid , Next year will be important s
David Bright hits molded the team into a
against
, for the wbmen as the first New England diam unit; tlmt is consistently competitive
the teams they face.
•;' , ' . . .> ' ',. ' ¦..' • ¦ ' "." .;"¦
i . pibnships ^vUlbe heldiThe tournament will
1 giv^ them somethirig tb'shoot for.
XX' ' . XXX, Although ,the winter season has not
V ' ,;' .The.menV,'h ockey;tenrii' a]so hits some- been markedly,outstanding team performan:.i thing;to shoot for; therECAG Division II .
ces, thie winter was definitely successful;
playoffs, A disajppbinting 10-12 record kept ' 1978-1979 provided time for the teams to
fbeus their sights on ,
build their base
^the Mriles from post-seasbri1 lay,
is, '.' •
v arid
¦ ';.¦" y- '^' ¦ ' ''
¦ty .however/;nejj t year. X "?x XpXy XThere
future;
:
the
X x ^ XxXP.
X

by Sam Weiser
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Tournament Game Today At 5

Patty Valavanis, Jan Barker, Amy
bavidoff , and Nancy Chapin are not the most
well known athletes at Colby, but to the
Women's Basketball team they represent the
core.of the squad.
In last week's action, the four women
were instrumental in the three ballgames
played. Valavanis-had 54 poinK in. the games
as the Mules had one win . aritf two losses.
Much of her support came from Barker, ", '
Dayidoff and Cnapin.
Southern Maine handed the women
their first loss by a 56-48 score. A controversial call with just over,a minute left in the
game hurt any chance the Mules had to pull
the game out.
Th e women fell b ehind early, 16-2, as
they looked fatigued from a game the pre-

visitors with 54% scoring from the floor, y
the game dosing to within five points, "54-48, valavanis led the attack with 21:points. She
was aid ed by 15 points from Barker, 10 from
mostly due to a strong seeorid half press.
The controyersial*call' then occured with David off , and 11 points from Diane Shdstak.
1:11 to play as Jan Barker stole the ball and :":
drove in for a lay-up. She was apparently also ; Action Starts Today
fouled on the play but the referee ruled Barker had travelled. The three point play would
have closed the score to 5 3-51but instead
USM went ori to score thejast four points
and record the victory.
Valavanis led Colby,scorers with 14
points. The women returned home to defeat •
UMPI 75-63 in a well played game. It was an
important victory as it guaranteed the Mules
a spot in.the state tournament.
- :.. ..- - The 1979 MAIAW Women's Basket-v:; :
The Mules opened up a big lead on the
ball Tournament is scheduled tb;begin Thurs- ;
day afternoon, March 15 at Colby .College ". ¦
x "X ^. : .:\..X' ' ¦ „
in Waterville. .
Quarterfinal round games will be played
"at 3:00, 5:00, 7:00 arid 9:00 Thursday with
semi-finals on Friday at 7:00 and 9.:00 PM:-.
The Championship game will be SaturdayJit
2:00 PM. Allgames are to be played at
Wadsworth
Gymnasium on the Colby cam- '.- ' .-:
'¦ ' ' ' ¦ ' ¦¦

viou s night. Colby fought back the .rest of the

The number one ranked UMO women'
were next on Colby's schedule and Orono
lived up to their top billing beating the
Mules 81-68.
The score was not indicative ot how
well the Colby women played against the taller and stronger opponent. The score was
close, 45-38, at haiftime but eventually the
size and talent of the visitors wore Colby down
down.
„ The women are presently preparing for
th e MAIAW tournarrient to be held this weekend at Wadsworth Gym.

Colby Hosts MAI AW
Weekend Tournament

but of fans from the CentralJMaine Area.
y V- ' "With the excitement generated by .the
schoolgirls' tourriarrients, it seerris only nat-v
ural that people would like to see the higher
competitive level displayed by College '
w omen ," states DeLorerizb. There will be
a number of fine teams here, as well as some
exceptional ihclividualplayers. These young
women work so hard, it would be fantastic to
see a large crowd of people hereto give therri the kind of support they so
• • . : '; "
pu$..:. :" "' .
richly deserve." Women's Basketball in this
This is the first year that Colby has'
state continues to improve, and this year's
hosted the tourney and Director Gene Tourney should be the finest ever;" adds ;
DeLorenzo of .Colby.is looking for a . fine turn- DeLorenzo.y
A capsule summary of the teams in Tour
nament Contention follows:
UM-^ORONO Currently 8-0 in MAIAW,
10-6 overall with one regular4season game
remaining.Orono is a big,;powerful outfit ;
with gifted performers at several positions.

ST. JOSEPH A first rime entrant to the Tout1
nament wars, St.Joseph coriipiled a firie ~~
MAIAW record this year.-Their-bigwiri was a
a^6l 56 defeat of USM in!January. St.i ,.
^
Josephs will bear watching.
.
..
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plays a long and demanding schedule
mloks to be strorig in the Toyrnariient ;
COLBY The host teani hope, to parlay home
this week. They are currently 11-3 in the ,
court advantage into a victory or two ,in the
State, 15-5 overrall, and still have 3 regular
Tournament,.as ,they look to jj uIIa surprise.
season games coming up this weekend. They
Colby featuresa smaller, hustling club;.that
have good scoring balance as well as overall
has giveri the 'bigger' teams fits on a nuriiber
size and rebounding strength. . ¦
<&6<xasum
BOWDOIN hrinp:an "lU MA TAW record and
and a 16-4 overrall recbrd intb the Tournar
nient. The Polar Bears have enjoyed a fine '¦' season under Dick Mers'ereau, with their only
losses in-State corning to UMF , UMO and a
two-gamesplit with USM. "f
¦
'¦
¦
¦
¦
"¦
¦
'
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
^¦
^
¦ ¦¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦-¦
¦
-

Women's basketball players crash the boards. A ction like¦ this will take place
all weekend in the MAIAW State tournamen t here at Colby. • ' ¦**¦

Swimmers Br eak Records
In^Season Final
The swim team concluded a fine season
with a trip to the New England Championships at Springfield College, where 6 Colby
records were broken. Over 30 colleges ana
day
universities
¦' !¦• ' participated in the three
' ".
event.
-X1
. The nieet got off to a good start when
Blake Hodess chopped nearly one
minute off the old school record in the
first event, the 1650 freestyle. His time at
the 1000 yard mark was also good enough
to establish a new Colby record. Two events
'later he teamed up with Pete Dwyer, Sandy
Whatley and Larry Bradley to score a 16th
place in the 800 yard freestyle relay. ,
i The second day of competition was
highlighted by Dave Quiglcy's 200 yard
breastroke. Qujnley lowered his own team
for the record for the third time this season
and scored with a , 16th place finish.in the ,
same event freshmen Sandy Whatley arid
Eric Ridgeway lowered -their previous • '
„ best efforts by 4 and 6 seconds respectively.
^:y v^wy.« >,;- y^

Dave Miller's 200 freestyle and Ridgway's ;
200 individual
medley were also personal '
¦
bests.:- ' '¦-'• . .'. ,': .. . ' . . ' ' ¦. .• .. / . . ' ; . ; - . .:¦ '
On the final day, Blake hodess set
his third record of the meet with a 5:07.4
clocking in the 500 freestyle. In the next
event Sandy Whatley lowered the 100 butterfly standard to SolSiDave Quigley, dc- ';
spite being hampered with the flu , then i
frocecded to beat his own record in the
00 breostroke with a quick 1:03.7.
y The record breakinpf at the, championship meet climaxed a 6-2 season, the best
in many years, under first year coach pave
Bright. Seniors Pete Dwyer and Dave Qui- '
gley each closed out outstanding swimming
'careers as top scorers for Colby.
At the tearii break up d inner , Blake- ;;
Hodess;and Joel Solomon were Voted to- :'•;y
captains for next season. In addition a separate wbrneri*s,team will operate riext year ,
with Lindai.Lloyd as cdpt aini Returriirigtal*
ent and some outstaridinjtfreshman ,pros: ¦ i
pccte sh^uld'kecp Colby's umming 5for- ' ,
tunes bh the rise in the corning years. ;,x X

•¦
¦
¦
•^
¦
^

HUSSON A perennial Tournament contender,1oi.fr certainly will be a strong tourney team
under the able coaching of Pam Hennessey.

UMPI arid UMM One of these teams willbe
in the tournament, arid although not blessed
withgreat overrall strength , each team has a
couple of fine individuarplayers. Either of
these two teams are capable of making; their
presence felt in the Tournament, y - '

Trustee Supports Goulet

Valavan is Achieves Success
In Leading Women9sBasketball
by SamWeiser \ "

"

To the Sports Editor : "
As a:trustee of Colby, and a member of the special trustee committee on athletics, I read with considerable interest your article which called for a coaching change for
men's varstiy hockey. It is, in my opinion, a shallow piece of journalism. ,
',
The men's varsity hockey season was frustrating for those that follow the .
team. It was a season which brought the plavers the. thrills of great achievement in winnine
games against the league s very best teams, followed b y defeats to lesser teams and the
agony which accompanied those losses; but it was a season that proved the value of intercollegiate athletics becausethe players learned about¦ three fundamental ingredients atten"'"•
dant to success: disdpline, leadership, intensity.
XXX \ Ice hockey is a garhe which has become complex through the emergence of
systems and set plays. To master a system the team must play with discipline and inten- •
sity. One player s rhental error though committed with intensity can have a disasterous
effect on "the team and the Outcome of the game. That is where pn-ice leadership comes
into, the picture: the leadership necessary to keep disd pline and intensity at a high peakfor three consecutive periods.
.
Considering that the Men's Varsity Hockey Team has had three different
coaches in four years, all employing different systems of hockey, and that there were only
two seniors on this year's squad , confusion and breakdowns could be expected. Colby is .
not the N;H.L„ The . ;- players are on the ice to learn and this season they did learn and the
college did its job by providing this experience.
College hockey is a wonderful game,-but an emotional one, and sometimes
these emotions are carried'to"extremes. I can recall many years ago a young coach appeared
on the Bowdoin. campus and encountered great difficulties in producing a winning team.
Students , alumni , etc. were calling for his resignation. He had gone to defeat against Colby
eighteen consecutive times. His narhe is Sid "Watson.
Coach Goulet is a teacher and a very good One. His background arid credentials
are impeccable. He is dedicated to his players and the sport. He was hired to% teach good
hockey players to become better hockey players, but to .be successful he need s
this, and maturity on
co'mmitmeniby the players to learn , td .impro've, and to lead. Given
¦ ¦ ¦ .. - ¦
the ice, success will follow.

'

""

Very few women atheletes receive
any recognition at Colby, but one of the most deserving is Patty Valavanis. She has
established herself as one of the premier
women's basketball players in Maine. „
The five foot, seven inch junior "from
Belmont, Mass. is having an outstanding year,
averaging j ust about 15 points per game. Her
specialty is the 15-18 foot jump shot. Coach
Gene DeLorenzo feels that her shot is "as '
good as'anyone 's in the state."
This is Patty 's third year playing basketball and she has experienced the rapid
improvement that has taken place during .
this period. She feels that Colby has maoe
great advances in women's basketball and
[ XCx.
she feds^ the^iitur-js bright. ;¦ :
Valavanis^ recogriizes the height prob^ Many bppprierits have "wo-^
lem pf the Mules.
men six feet and taller, while Colby halto
shoot from ,the outside.tb .compete . becavise
of their lack bf height; Patty isthe iriainstay
of the outside shooting. ?
.;- ,;¦>
; Valavanis is the Mules' sparkplug;
"Sometimes when we come out , the team
surprise people./"We've been improving all sea
is tight. They look for me to".take the shot."
sbri'^lays Patty.lind snVnbpes this improveThis helps to loosen up'her teammates. "When nient will carry into the tournament.
someone gets liot the teani really gets going.."
Valavanis is not jiist a one sport Patty is ¦Colby 's all-tirne.leading scorer
athelete. In the spring she pitches for the
with 823 career points: With one more season women 's softball team. If ner pitches get as"
left she-will probably be the first woman at
close to the plate as her sh ots are to the basColby "to exceed !
000 points. She says that
ket, she will surely be a great asset to the .
this plateau is not: something she aimed for.
softball team as_well. •
"I try.tb thmk from gariie to.game: If I'rn hot,
Patty is an English-American Studies I'll shoot, otherwise I'll try to make assists."
major
but with the; expansion of pro sports
. Women's sports have been'exparlded
into
women's
sports, she is toying with the
"
greatly iri the last few years and Patty thinks y idea of
Women :s Professional Basketball.
that woirieh are definitely giveri an equal '
"Woriien's basketball has crossed rny mind..
chance.^The quality of women's sports lias
It
might be interesting to do for a year or \ ['
long been suspect, but with atheletes like ;;'^
Whatever road she follows, she insists
two."
Patty, most people will soon realize that,
that
her
sports will riot end when she leaves'
womducan playtoo.
/
'; .__
Colby.
_;...
Attendance at women's games is scarce
Sbnie
schools give scholarships to
and as Patty says,"it is not what we would
woriien
now
under Title IX , so many women
like." She feels the men's team has given the
who might come to Colby are lured away by
women a lot of support. Maybe,the reason
the larger institutions. Valavanis feels this . %y
for this is the men see that the Colby women
problem, can be overcome. Colby has a strong
have ability arid deserve the chance, y
program and a hard working coach, all assets
This weekend Valavaniswill lead
she believes help solve the problerh.
1
the. Mules into battle in the MAIAW state
Whatever direction women's basketball
tournament. Although the women will have
at Colby takes, one thing is defiriite. Next ;
to play teams they failed to defeat in the
year, Patty Valavanis will be out on the court
regular season , Patty believes, the Mules could
shooting the Mules to victory.

y '

'

'

.

When pepple talk abbut^butstandihe
^dividualathletes at Colb y, Mike McGce?s
name usually surfaces somewhere iri the .
discussion. Th e sophomor e f orward has
been an integralipart¦ of .Dick Whi tmore's
-Mules'throughout his two years at Colby.
;:.,, McGee firiished the 1978-7 ° season
iaveraging •25-.0;'poin ts, while shobting.63%
frprri the fierd'. I-lc,also grabbed ll.'3"; reV bounds per ga;riie, His 6 3% shooting broke ;
Br ad Moore 's figure Established a few. scasX ' X 'X xy ; -'
•;'bns .earlier£.^^
:> Breakirig Vccprds seems to be ii habit
' with lyicG ee. Last year : he broke tlie fresh -'
mariscason scoring record andthis yearX ¦.<
< he coritiriucd "to rewrite;.hcjecord.boolcsiM
"Mc Gee scored;622 points 'this season
: by dropping int 253 field goalsr Both iridrks:' ''
are new schbol records^ lus two season to- tiil of 1# appoints is the most ever tallied iri two yearsior-iiriy-Maine ' collegiate; -play- ,y ¦'
' l-&X^x<> '; iiK:.xx: y;;:, >xsXi X; x:y,l >XXxp>,f ¦ '. '¦¦' '
X X ' .; Mike attributes his success to his frith-' ; :
;cr y-Athletic Director Dick McGce. "My father is thc^rcatcst benefit rhad fhe 'didn 't pus)
rrie into 1 playing basketbalU'' Bdnjj the sbn,il ¦¦ '•'
.oi' the A.D spmtimes gives ii. .'player, special ; V;
• trcatrnerit but SsVcalptaih' -Jl vt arlc 1 Liiike saysi'" '.'"' '¦, - :'."
: ''everybrie bri tlicltciirii is treated tlie same ' 'X
^
' no brie'gets'speciol':trea'tmern^.,n
;v,
- •< ¦ ,;'; :;,-Ybuhg MciGiegraduated frbm ' Lawv ':"y .
fence Hlgh Sdibbl as' MialhiB's.tb p schbblbby ; ¦ ;
Elayer, The McGcYlegend began yHth his- X .1
lidsri^t letHip as he- >
Ign school yeafs butlie
at
X^ y-x>,y-\y yy;y
^continues to build Cblby; :¦
X ^ y-~}X;: y< .xy- x<r '? ' 'r Xx y ~X' . ''¦ w '" ••¦' - x x- x y .

Before attending Colby, Mike spent <
a year at Bridgeton Academy."!think I
was ready,for, college as far as -rny grades
,werit, bu t a s fa 'r as basketballi goes, I wanted to have the bpportunitytb look at more
colleges. I went to prep school
mainly to ;
¦
: , y ¦
play
basketball.
,. •¦' .
''
¦ •¦:,- -; -; -rThe-seas6n-tbok-a')ot out . bf ' MtGee
;
.
so hb 'isf going"to relax fbr~a couple bf weeks
One of Mike's goals for next season ,is to
weigh 225 pounds. To accomplish this lie C.

-

—

Mik e McG ee: Big Man
I n Basketba ll's Future

by Jo hn; Sal Murise y ;] ;'

Sincerely,
David O'Brien

¦

.^

¦

.

.

game conditions.
The starting Mule line-up of Tom
Zito, Paul Belanger, Dave Harvey and
Mark Lake will all rejoin McGee next .
season in an attempt to improve on the . ,
16-8 season and qualif y for post-season
action. With the experience of this season
behind the young squad , next year is viewed with anticipation.
McGee thinks he is too small to make
the N.B.A. when he leaves Colby but he
hopes to play basketball upon graduation.
"If I don't get drafted by the N.B.A. rny
best bet would be travelling to Europe for
a couple of years. Coach Whitmore has some
ties over in Europe , arid seems to think that
he can get me a snot at it:" Whatever the future may bring for
Mike McGee, the entire student body should
be glad he is working for Colby instead of
against us, y

will be lifting weights until next season
starts, In addition , lie also runs and shoots
during the off-season*
.
Recentl y, McGee's dedication was re
warded when lie was sdected to the New
England Division III all-star team; The
award is indicative of th'e kind of basketball McGee is capable of playing. He can
shoot fr om t he ou t side or d rive t he lane .
depending on the situation dictated b y the
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StudeniR epresent a.tiveTb
The Board Of Trustees
" •, ., * _

Tom Dailey

Duncan R. Gibson

The Student Representative to the
Board of Trustees is a very important and
influential position and not one to be taken
lightly. The representative is the only person
who can officially communicate the views
of the student bod
y on ideological issues
tothe trustees. ¦ ' '' • '-'
Consequently, the representative•
..
must be in contactwith all phases of Colby
life from the fraternity and sorority scene
to the happenings at Foss-Woodman to the
sports scene at the fieldhouse. The ability
to tie together differing opinions and ideas
is/the key to a successful representative, but
the ability tb express them maturely and
forcefully to .the Board of Trustees is what
will dictate who the best person for the j ob
will be. Thus, self-confidence and the ability to relate to men in a business atmosphere
are factors that will separate the candidates.
A lot cap be said for youth in Stu-A positions, but in the position of Representative
to the Board of Trustees the maturity and
poise that comes with age are necessary
ingredients to ensure success.
. As a senior Economics major next
year, I feel I will have a complete grasp on
the full gambit of Colby life arid an insight .
info the wants and needs of the student
body. But in addition; I feel I havethe capability to speak to;a group of businessmen ;
that my opponents lack. Through my role
as "Peter-in David Sufette's Warm Angel
I developed a talent for public speaking
that will serve me in expressing the views v
of this student body.
; In conclusion, experience iri the Colby
community and a knowledge of its ideas and
feelings is essential to this positionj but the
ability .© express these views is the quality
our Representative to the Board of Trustees
must have. A vote for , Dailey tomorrow will
assure you a voice on the Board of Trustees.

The upcoming year promises to be
an important one for the Colby student.
Under the leadership of a new administra- .
tion , new goals and plans will be formulated
for the Colby cbrrununity. At this important time, creative and responsible input to
the College's Board of Trustees on the behalf of the students will be essential to the
realization of a better social and academic
environment.
• " ¦ ¦ ¦• - ,
to
be
your student repreI would like
sentative to the Board for one important '
reason; It is my belief that I can communicate student opinion to the Board of -_
Trustees, and can communicate in an effective manner.
As a riiemberof the Student Representative Assembly, and as a member of the
AdrnissionsCommittee and the Student
Judiciary Review Board, I have been able
to transform student opinion into real
proposals and guidelines. As I feel I can v
truly represent your needs, I ask for your
support in the voting booths tomorrow at
Roberts Union.
J ohn Veilleux ;
In my opinion, any Student Representative to the Board of Trustees should
y X ' Yx X
be:
." :¦ . '
1. Someone who can represent the
"student interest" in a rational, objective
and open-nunded.manner.
-2. Someone who is in contact with
and stays informed of what is happening
on the campus, y
3. Someone who will actively, and \
openly solicit student opinion.

?•?Ileeti ^

Executive
GKairperson
Rob Leary
An academic institution is a dynamic :
place. Unfortunately Colby is in danger of
becoming static at a time when we can least
afford to. When only one person is contesting for the most important position in the.
student government we are in danger of becoming stagnant. , "
While I have less experience than my,
opponent I feel that, like our new President,
I can learn and grow in office. I am offering
THE alternative to a static Colby.
Scot Lehigh
¦ ¦ ' ¦ •' ¦' ¦.'. ' • * '. ' ¦ ¦ ' ' ' ¦ .- •' . ¦' . • ' ;., " ¦¦¦ ' . ' * -.'. ¦
'

j'

During the j>_st year, I have served on
the Student Association as Public;Information Chairperson. Among our accomplishments was the passage bra comprehensive
funding policy wh.cn now insures that the
student tund will never again be subject to'
misuse and inequitable distribution. In Janu
ary we submitted a proposal to the Board
of Trustees for ari increase in funding for
student clubs and organizations'. Recognizing our efforts to rationalize the budgetary process, the Board responded by granting tlje students an $8,000 iricrease-tlie '
fi-s t increase in over five
¦¦ years.

x p : xxX X H M X ' ' , ', ' .> ;:¦ •; X x . -

M Chairman otthe; Stqd<att ;J_£_affi. Assembly,
I invited ''in ¦'• numerous
entatiVe
¦
¦
¦ ¦:' • ¦¦ ¦ :' ¦ ¦; ¦ '.: ' ¦
' ' ¦-¦¦ ¦; ' •¦ '• ' ¦:> ¦ ¦' '
'• ¦>¦; ¦!;. ¦' ¦:' ¦ ¦•' "
;
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speakers so cnat your representatives couldspeak directly to them about the problems
with life at Colby. We spoke with Dean
Smith about both fire policy and also
fraternity and sorority matters; we.questioned Ansell Grindall about making the ;
campus safer by better lighting and better
'
snow and ice removal; we queried Gary
Weaver about many financial aid matters-,
Jane Schwartz, the new Women 's Health
Associate spoke about new prbgrarhs she '
was starting for both women and men.

Thursda y, M arch 15 , 1979
„ 4. Someone who,can deal effectively
with the members of the Board arid the .
.
issues that come before th.em. ; c

^
These characteristics are essential for V
insuring the represeritative's ability to act
"studentas an effective liasbn between the
' •¦• ' ;., -. . . 'X
body" arid, the Board: ;, ;;T
Through my involveriient in riiany
campus. activities (iridudirig theColby 8', y ;
TracK team, Powder arid Wig," Stu-A, arid
Doriri Staff) I think !have gairied sonie
breadth of knowledge about campus or- ;. /
ganizationsarid student interests that would
serve nie wellon the Board.
I have shown riiy corr_mitmerit tb"-;'/
bringing student input into dedsibri rnakirig
as a member ofthe Task Force which
created the Student Association Represeritative Assembly - which has served to facilitate the flow of information betweenthe
students and Stu-A.
As an" elected member of the Waterville Charter Commission (which revised
the City's Charter) arid as a student representative ori .the Board of Trustees Committee on Buildings and Grounds, I think I have
demonstrated my ability/to deal effectivdy
with people and witii complexjjblicy issues.
With regard to one specific issue that
has a lot of people concerned - as someone :
who lived in residence halls for two years .
(one year as an R_ A.) before joining a fraternity, I feel that l ean deal with the rather
sensitive issue of "the role of fraternities at
Colby'' from a uniquely open-minded and
informed perspective.
> .

Barb Neal

My name is Barb Neal andT'm running
for student representative to the Colby ' ..' ¦.Board of Trustees. I'm a junior Economics
and Government major and I hope to bring
to the Board a renewed sense of freshness
and vigor. My Colby experience indudes *
working extensively with the Athletic Office
and administration in establishing a more ' comprehensive women's sports program, and
I have acted as treasurer of Colby Outdoor Orienteering Trips (COOT). My hope is to
be as open and fair as possible in all Board
decisions, and to exemplify the pride that
we as students have in our college-

Phi| Lee
My nameis Phil Leeand I wouldlike to be
the Student Representativeto the Board of Trustees. Next year, I,would liketo see'Cqlby, under
Rresident-elece(_qtter*- leadership;movetowards
becominga morepersonal and spirited cofnmurrity.Thefoundation haslseen set for this^lqrid of;/
move- wehaveestablishedsome necessaryaca-y
denic and building"standards"-andnowis the
time to find out what kind of spiritand energy :
wecan generate, and howmuch of our own pride
we can stake on rnaldngti_ scampusiairhealive
like it never has before.; ' •. Xy, -y rr : : X ' -^. :.- . :y ' y
7 Thed-iHemeand potential^
classroom, in bur social life, infrats, b student activities,.and in sports[.(Sandy Maisdwasri^ht :
when he said a largej-spiritedhome
crowdcan in--,
spire a victory.) X'^'X y ¦"¦: . xi rXX x xy y 'X XI am experienced.Ihavebeerionthe CollegeEducational Policy(^rnmittee, I havebeen
a representativeto faculty;ireetings, I am presently writingsomeartidesfor, the Echo, and I myself am a trusteefor a privatehigh schoolhere
in Maine.
. ' -- "/.
As a representativeI wouldsee myselfas
responsiblefor corr_r_iriicatioribetweentliestudents and the trusteesarid for hdpingtlietrustees
find waysto hdp makethis canTpiiscomeahve; *'
likeit never has before, whetherit meansgiving
more credt few extra-ciiiicularactivities, getting
more minoritieson campus, pumping more money
V into student activities, or whateverelse.
. Doug Johnson
I am a candidate for the position of
Student Representative to the Board of .
Trustees. The Student Government here at
Colby College^ has several important'dective positions, and this is certainly one of them. This is a job of great responsibility,'
for the Board's decisions directly affect the
student body. Thte position enables the
students to have an influence upon.those .
decisions. Therefore , the students need *
effective representation because of the
pressing issues determined by the Board of
Trustees. A recent example, of this is the
tuition increase. But pernapsthe most . • .
important function of this position is ari '¦'-- "
awareness of the students' opinions. I will

Committee
Gkairperson
Rod Marshall

Stu-A, with apologies to all present
officers, is an extraordinarily frustrating
During the "flasher" incidents, Jeff .
organization. Presently the level of student
Gordon , Chief ,of Security, spoke with
interest and involvement is abysmally low
Representatives, on security measures deand the committee chairperson could have
signed to alleviate the problemi President
considerable effect on it, Dwight Darrow
Strider appraised Colby onjhe eve of hi.
was hamstrung by hot having his own peodeparture, and offered reflections on his
ple wotkirig with him - a procedure now
career. Finally, just last week, Mr. Deben- changed; and the position is now potentially
hem, D irector of Miller Library, informed • •-,
•the most creative on the Board.
the Representatives about the many facets
I have not been elected for Stu-A in
of library operation. Minutes fromi all these
the past (being away last year), but I think
meetingswere posted in the dorms so that
this enables me to sec the troubles more
clear idea of
all students could get¦a quick,
clearly than those "insiders " who are con¦
whathad been safo. - ; ¦ '' ¦ : X y y X X : p' ; .
tent with the status quo.
. Other than the responsibilities constirequired of the Committee Chairtutionally
Now I am running tor the Student
person (minimal though they are), his posiAssociation again, this timeInfor the post
tion has the potential for attracting enormous
ot Executive Chairperson^ the upcoming
student input into Stu-A. As you know, at
transition year, there will be more issues to;
present almost no one goes to Stu-A meetaddress. To name .a few, we need another
mgs. But by, in effect , sub-letting committee
budget increase to enable clubs,\prganizaissu es, Stu-A can preserve the broad inter- ,
tions, and the Student Associatibh to pro- v
est
inherent in any new: committee.
mote more campus activities for Colby stu,, More importantly, Stu-A is presently
1
spoke
with
dents. Secondly, in January
seen
as
merely a funding source for clubs.
President-elect Cotter concerning granting
But
if
the
Committee Chairperson could
ticadernic credit for meaningful extracurriwork
to
coordinate
student activities,(like
cular activities. He has expressed ari interest
almost
every
other
college
in the country),
in investigating this area, and fdilingsbme,
clubs
could
develop
their
own
sources of < ,
,
favorable action on the Bundy;report , I in;
'i
revenue
For
instance
,
f
Chi-0
was to hire tend to forward such a prdposol. ,
a band to play at the piib(in conjunction ,
'• ./' I believe the force tfrid riffbr ^ith wh ich with Social Life) and ,char«e a nominal . - ,
(even 50<S), bbtlvCblby social scene and
whiclii r pursued'my responsibiTitiesover this¦ tee
Chi-0
could benefit, The same for films ond
past year justify your continued support.
' ,> '- ,, , , ' <
endless
other activities.
',
to
provide
leaderI
prbmise
the*
If reelected
XJriforturiately,
,
ftw
see
Stu-A
as a crea'
¦
ship which will be so necessary in the uptive and experimental group. This is why >
I am running.;'- -'.' /.' -'. '!!; . . ' '-,-,'}!.
,
'>xK;x yy:, &X ,X y y . X
'¦x^ i- r r x - 'y xyy-yy,,

¦
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I am running for.the pffibe of
Coriimittee Chairpersoru Cb'ristitiitionally
the Committee Chairperson is responsible
for making student appointments and
ovefsedng the college cpnimittees. But
the office also; offers, a much broader opportunity. Because of the irivolvehientin
', ' :\ ¦
so many different areas the Coriimittee
Chairperson is in a .unique position to ; ;; ,:;... - •>¦¦ .''
bring little known but . important issuesto
the attention of theicollege community. • y ;
As Committee Chairperson I^warit ,
to encourage more awareness arid involve- ¦' .- , ,
ment with those probleriis arid i..u«s>:; i y ¦ . ;which are important to the students.' I dm ' [ Xp
also anxious to givb more students ,a chance " X {
to participate in campus pblitics.jLargie rium- , ,
hers of students isepk appoiritmerits onthe ' ; .;
college coriimitte.but because"pf tKe .liriiited spaces bnly.a few students actually . :,
serve on the committees. Urifortunafcfy the l
'
other, people who are qualified and iriterri. ¦
ested in doing some work are allowed to , " • •: y
drift into the background arid never ate' X-¦>.,
heard from again. Where .there is interest ; '
t
in shaping the community there should be
v ,
some direction by the elected officials iri
.
putting that interest to work.'R ather thari I .,
trying to bebmnisdent and omnipotent'XXx - :
the Stu-A officers heed to utilize^ the ideias, 'i ^ ! '
energy, arid enthtisi)isrri of all'the 'students' « v ; "
who want to;have_orrie:involvcmerit;vwth-y
. X t y y uf y X - ^x x - t y ^- ' -;
their' college^ ^ - > \\Xv X • xy
; '/, ,,, :/'y w !' )i' . -yyy ' v; ^ ' ," ; y :' -^v «/' i ^ i/'v ?; .y.>v .y .;/ . 'f .^' :i
•
;;Lfe(3/larr^
cause of my experience^^ with,^ .tuderitgbv:;>' ; >•• :;
ernment at Colby. 1 have been pivtheXX' -x XX
Library, Committee for twoi:;yeits,a tlie y ( ;; i; ' V ;
Committee Task Force fortwo years, re:: ^ •- ¦ >'
•cently chaired the Studentju diclary i!^; ,v " H} , , -, .;.
Review Commi tt ee, an d 1 have had o'gobd f <
ideal of unrbfficial experience,with'Stu^A. : ^$
Although ariybne can hold an oflicei'irty \p XX' '
experience with Stu-A gives me trie kriow . / 'I |y
ledge of how to work effectively, >-¦ ( *; /^ ;' : r

Thursd a y, March 15, 1 979
make an honest effort to make.tne Board
aware of them.
-.
I am confident that if you elect me .
to the Board of Trustees, I will have a positive input for the student body. Since the
Board of Trustees is one of the most influential groups at Colby College, it needs
strong representation from the students,
and I am sure that I can fulfill this role. I
would like to be.your Representative to
the Board of Trustees. Your support in
Friday's election would be deeply appreciated.

J ohn MoyIan
As you may well be aware the coming
year is going to be a very important one.
With a new president taking office, we. the
students will heed to electa Stu-Rep to the
Board of Trustees that will be able to work
with the President
and also represent the
students. ¦
There will also be some very important issues that will come before .the Board
of Trustees,, such as the question on the
library and ;the Colby fraternities. To deal
with these specific issues the Board of
Trustees forms special committees. Starting
next year-each Stu-Rep will be assigned to
two of these committees. In these areas we
will need someone who can express the
general student's concern. "
I feel that I am that someone. One
way I plan to get the views of the Colby
populace is to submit questionnaires on the
issue at hand. I have also attended the Stu-A
meetings held on Monday evenings for more
than a year. Through attending these meetings I have learned how the Stu-A functions.
This understanding will aid me in the future,
if elected, to work in.conjunction with Stu-A.
The extent of the duties of the Student
.Representative to the Board of Trustees are
mainly determined by the Stu-Reps themselves. In light of this, if elected, I promise
to bring important issues to the student
body and support its opinions before the :
Board of Trustees.

Public
Information
Chairperson
Tom Stall
I, Tom Stall, am running for Public
Information Chair-person. I have the capabilitiesto fullfill the responsibilities of the
job. I will give my qualifications and my
reasons for running.
I've covered the Stu-A for the ECHO
and have been to every meeting, watching
the process. I've also covered the Stu-j
Review Committee and learned how the
Stu-J works. I've been involved in the '
Student Government. I was a member of
the Stu-J Selection Committee as a Stu-A
representative, and I am a member of the
Student Representative Assembly.
My reasons for running'are thts&.:: l f eel
there will be a great need for increased
student input with the arrival of the new
president. The Student Assembly supposedly
acts as an avenue of input for the students.
As a member of the Assembly I don't see
it working the way it should. As chairman
of the Assembly Lwill work tb make it more visible, accessible, and open to the
concerns of the students.
The office is an important one to the
students anil the college communityis a "
whole. It is the viaduct for information
from the Stu-A to the students and from
the students to the Stu-A, your part in the
community. The best way for me to help
the community is to make the avenues
between the students and their voice in the
community work as efficiently arid beneficially as possible for all concerned. I ask for
your vote tomorrow.

Matt Donahue
To the student body,
•
On March 16th you will be voting.
Hopefully you will vote for me.
• As a sophomore, I have come to realize the power and importance of our Student Association. With a bud get of $90,000,
Stu-A wields a great deal of power in its
allocation of funds.
The position of Public Information
has two roles as I see it: 1) as a member of
the Executive Board, I will be responsible
for-yoting on a wide range of issues, including tnose involving fiscal .responsibility,
and 2) as chairperson of the Student Assembly, I will promote the opinions of the student bod y. I intend to use public opinion
polls.
I am confident that I can be an effec
tive Public Information Chairperson. On
Friday, March 16th, please give me my
chance.

Stu—A
Treasurer
Glenn Rieger
Over the last two years, the student
body of Colby has witnessed several instances of mismanagement of their money.
This has stemmed from lack of experience,
integrity, and common deviations from
basic business principles on the part of the
treasurer and the treasury committee. Let
us, as a student body, put into office someone who has the experience and responsibil
ity to manage our funds, not someone who
has been a part of these past mistakes.

Glen Coral ;
My name is Glen Coral and I am running for the office of Treasurer of the Student Association. .
The position of Student Association .
Treasurer is, by no means, a glamorous job.
My main function as Treasurer will be to
monitor al Student Association funded orfmizations and activities. This includes .
eeping up-to-date records of the financial .'
positions of the 41 presently active clubs, •
any special or carnival weekends, and any
transactions made by the Executive Committee.
These responsibilities, along with serV
ving on the Executive Committee and.__ _ .
chairing the Treasury Committee, involve
a great deal of time and effort. I am willing
to put in that time and effort.
The Treasurer must also be respond .
sible to all of the clubs' officers so that •
their activities may be smoothly run. The
above responsibilities must be fulfilled .'to- - .'
allow any financial matters to he carried
through with little hardship.'
• I have been involved with the Student
Assocaition since the budgeting procedures .
began in September. I have worked closely
with the current Treasurer, as a"riiember of
the Treasury Committee, in the p'reparatipri
of filling the upcoming vacancy. My knowledge ofthe j ob's procedures, as well as recent past events, should allow for a smooth
transition should I be elected.
Once in office , some adjustments of
the financial system should be made. With
the aid of a proposal that was drawn up
during January, future budgeting procedures
should be carried out more efficiently. Some
minor adjustments in the purchase order
system must be made to allow for a more
accurate financial picture. Also, the Treasury
Committee will work more closely with the
individual organizations so that records may
always be kept up-to-date.
Don't forget to vote on March 16.

Candidates*..Eleetion Candidates.. ,
Cultural Life
Chair person
Dave Wor ster
Fellow students of ColbyAs I sit writing this letter, I am also
doing something which has become part
of my way of life here at Colby. I am
working through a technical rehearsal. My
first year at Colby has been a succession of
rehearsals and performances. Those of you
who don 't think that you know me may
recognize me from brie of my roles'.
("Nuchc'.'in WarmAngel, "Ut. Gibb _ "in
' "the wall 'in Midsummer .'!¦
Our Town,.or,
Night 's Dream)} have - great love 'of the ' ¦ .' ;¦.
theatre, or; indeed; performance' or any
kind , acting, singing, or dancing. I feel
this
is my1 - biggest
running
for Cultural
¦ ¦
¦ cf v > , ¦ asset .;in
/¦
. i . ' -i
'H¦ > . . * , . ¦ ¦ . ;
• . . ..., '**.„ '. '* ¦..¦¦i. . -- «. <:, . . .'.
Life Chairman.
( „ „;, ; ,.;¦.,
.. ' - , ' If elected, I'plari to put ari emphasis on utilizing the equipment and talent here
at Colby for the pertormance of sb^alled ,
"cultural" entertainment,. Plans could possibly include such things as, a ballet performed
by the Colby Dancers, or an opera performed
by the Colby Glee Club. I feel that the , ;
typical Colby student iraght not attend a .
ballet perfro-narice, for example,,unl ess he.
goes to isee a friend. Hopefully, if he does
go, while he is waiting for his girlfriend or
roommate to,come onto the stage, he will
fin d himself interested in the show itself)
This; in turn, will,(hopefully) increase his *
interest in seeing professional talent when
;
y ;
it comes to Colby. .. .' •.' ;. .
In other words, my plans include both¦
importing professional talent and exposing
Colby to this type of/!cuitumr' enter- , ,, ,
tainment in the leasttpainful way.possible.
Thanks,
id please remember me
on March
¦
¦ ¦ ar
y
• ¦
l

16. "

'. x y y X : v, ;^-. , ,, , , -: / " - , ' . : , -

Liz Sha ckford
,, If Colby seems somewhat isolated
and out of the mainstream to you, it need
not. Intelligent use of Cultural Life funds
and co-ordination between Cultural Life
and Sodal Life, programs can provide enough entertainment to satisfy the most
diverse tastes.
The Cultural Life Chairperson must
keep two things in mind to achieve this,
however. Events must have a broad appeal,
since Stu-A funds must serve as many students as possible. At the same time, Colby
has such an active performing arts program,
that events must be chosen to supplement
the resources we already have. This means
programs should be chosen for both the high
high degree of professionalism they will
bring to the school , and with a mind toward interesting as many people ds possible.
The key to achieving this is diversity.
Therie is no need to limit funding to events
in the Fine Arts-^i comediam or mime artist
would certainly break up February's monotony! I became familiar with the types of
programs Colby already has while serving
as the Arts Editor of the Echo. As Cultural
Life Chairperson I could expand upon them.
Your votes¦ would be a big step toward doing
'
¦•• '

Academic Life
Chairperson
G re g Keenan

As a candidate for the position of
Academic Life Chairperson, I would like to
briefly state my position on some important issues:
v
JAN PLAN - The Bundy Report raises
serious questions about the integrityof
the program. I feel that the independent
aspects of Jan Plan are important but giving
credit for achievement might strengthen
its value.
LANG UAGE REQUIREMENTS I agree with President-Elect Cotter that
knowledge of a forei gn language is an integral part of our increasingly international
world, I also agree with Mr. Cotter that
•
conversational abilities should be stressed
over grammatical aspects of a foreign language. . ¦' . • . . ¦ " .. '
COURSE LQAD - The Colby College
student should have, enough flexibility to
take a wide variety of courses to f ulf illa
complete liberal arts education. This in- '
dudes freshmen , making the step to college,
.. . , .
this! . , ' .. " : . / ;/¦, - , . ... -.
who need extra time to study course topics
in depth.
SURVEY OF INSTRUCTORS - A
program of my office will be to compile a
. :•;._ ijrcnd a L. Bowen
survey of courses and instructors. This sur,. ¦
' . ' " . ' ¦ '' !; 1 ¦/ ! . '.- ¦ i ;' . ; ¦ ' .' ¦'. ' y (. ' , ',. , , ;: . ! ' ' . - . ' , ¦ ;.r ;-ii
vey would consist of an independent student
'
.J
¦' p Being located iri the midst of the Maine poll compiled, edited, and circulated' by students for the student bod y-; It would '.be of woods, Colby need not be culturallyisbi'* '
vital
importance to students interested in
latedt if elected Cultural Life Chairperson,
getting
the most informative, beneficial
I plan to carry on bringing the arts to Colby; education
jj y>
possible. ,,
Drawing'bri both local.ana •cosmopol itan '
This,
my,
is
a
basic
outline
of
thoughts
sources I hope to sponsor Cultural Life eand ideas concerning academic issues that
vents that will appeal to the majority of
face Colby. I offer a program, a promise for
Colby students - not so much "art for ,the
a definite direction.' vote for action. Please
sake of art"
as "art for the sake of the ¦
,
,
vott tomorrow for Greg Keenan , Academic *
y;-x^y
x
'
y . , " ' ' :.. •
people.' y - »' i\ ' Xx
Life Chairperson.
..

Also
Runn ing
Trus te e Re p resen t at ive
Robert Bower

Public Informa tion Chairperso n
Robe r t R yan

Acade mic Life Cha ir person:
y

lay Otis
Cindy Ric h

. '

Social Life Chair person:
Eric Ertman

Dionne Warwick says:
"Get your Wood
into circulation. "

____^____^_t - :< J^__^_H____Mrlw ^V'l_J^____^___l
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Call RedCrossnow
for ablooddonor
¦
appointment.
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m
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IFC SPRING SPECIAL

Membership drive. Remainder of year
for $4. Lots of BIG activities planned. See
posters this week. SUCH A DEAL!

UBtfEe
• Reminder: Seniors should vote for
the Class Speaker and Condon Medal on or
before March 16 in the student Activities
Office.
A men's gold-plated signet ring was
found in the snow and mud in front of
LCA. It either has a fraternity or the individual's coat of arms embossed on it.
The owner should contact Chris Noonan

Crib notes should be submitte d
to the Echo office by Monda y night
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A "Student Primary Emergency Care
Service" (SPECS) has been established on
the Colby campus. Anyone who is sick or
injured or is a witness to such a situation
and needs assistance should call the infirrriaxy atj extensioh 231 or call the emergency extension 347. After you call the
health center a student EMT or an ambulance will be dispatched to your location,
as the nurse deems necessary.

'
'
: :
'
:
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The Film Series : Human Rights
Sponsore d by New World Coaliti on

Planning to come to Cape Cod this
summer to work or play? Write now for
valuable information pamphlet covering
where to stay, what tb expect to pay for
it, where to start looking tor work, what
types of j obs are available, average wages
and much more.
Send $1.00 and a self-addressed ,
stamped envelope to me. ..""""
Mrs. Barbara Perfetuo
P.O.Box 142
Hyannis, Mass. 02601

March 15 8pm TV Room in Library

"Last Grave at Dimbaza" - stunning
indictment of South African system
and Western involvement in South
Africa. Depicts unbelievable misery .
and oppression and indignity of black
South African population. (55 min.)
FREE

March 20 9:15 pm Lovejoy 205

*

Wanted: Benevolent person willing to
donate $2275.00 to a worthy cause. Send
a sojourning sophmore to China for 3 weeks
this summer!
For more information , call Alison,
extension 515.
Note - all cash must be received by
April 6, so don't wait until it's too late!

In years past the Colby Oracle, .
which is subsidized by the Student Associati on , was given away or sold for a token fee.
Inflation has reared its ugly head in the publishing industry and as a result, there have
been two major increases in publication
cost during the last three years. The total
cost for the 1978 Oracle was approximately
$12,000 for 1000 books; or about $12 a
copy. To offset these expenses, there will
be a charge of $7 per copy for all nonseniors (class of '78). If you buy a 1978
yearbook, for an extra $2 you can have a
T-shirt until they last. These books may be
purchased through the Student Activities
Office, in Roberts Union, beginning March
5.
For future editions of the Oracle,
orders will be taken with a deposit in advance so that the size of the next edition can
be exactly determined. In addition nonseniors will have to* bear the'full cost of
theboOk-$12 for th. 1979 Oracle. The
deadline for return of subscriptions is April
20 in the Student Activities office. Copies
will be available only by advance order .

Th_ Room Draw Committee has been
meeting since October to draw up the procedure for room selection for 1979-80. Stud
ents should note that in order to be eligible
to participate in room draw a $100.00 room
deposit must be paid to the Business Office
by April 4, 1979.

LQST-a blue slicker with keys in the pockets, at breakfast in Roberts,Wed., March 7.
I have your slicker. Call Dawn, x540.

IFC MEMBERSHIPS $4! Don't miss 1
out on the year's biggest IFC events. Details
on posters around campus. GO FOR IT!

Exclusive: For the untold story- concerning
Friday night (&Sat. morning) at Western
Ave., two Bowdoin coeds and the man in
the dark glasses, call 3-1919 and. ask for
James Brown's younger brother.

'$50 REWA RD :for information leading
to the return of missing Roberts Union furniture, and identification of the parties responsible for the thefts. Contact: Deans' Of
fice, Student Judiciary members, Campus
Security, or the Student Activities Office.
'¦-™" 1" "
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March 21 7 pm TV Room in Library
"Race War in Rhodesia" - co-sponsored by Government debt, shows
problems of human rights struggles
in Rhodesia. FREE

March 22 8 pm TV Room in Library

"Collision Course" - BBCVsearing
analysis of human rights violationsin
the Phillipines . . . connects human
rights violations to economic conditions, provides an excellent case study
of political repression under a U.S.
supported dictatorship. (30 min.)
FREE
Please feel free to stay after films for
discussion
. -0

I am in dire need of maternity clothing. If you have any old outfits lying around,
maybe we can work something out. Please
call Wendy at 573, the sooner the better.
The Admissions Office would like all
Colby students to know that the second annual Spring Welcome Weekend program (for
the truly outstanding potential members of
next year's freshman class) will be held from
Thursday, April 19 thru Saturday noon , April
21. Any students who are willing and able to
help -1 need overnight hosts, guides to show
the students to their, rotSims, drivers to pick
the students up at the Airport and the bus
terminal - please come by the Admissions office at your earliest convenience and talk with
v X
Alison. Many thanks.

¦A f A T C P W n _ c

DEBATE'' -

A

FREE

Outing Club equipment can be taken
out over spring break starting Wednesday
morning,March 21. Equipment must .be
returned by April 3.
'

The Future tor 1
Commercial Use of
X^^ ^P^

1

"Campatamento"- intimate picture
of what happened when Chilean workers and peasants took their economic
and' cultural development into their
own hands ... possibilities of communi
tv wherever people are attempting to
shape their own society. (27 min.)
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Wsm^^^M&ii collegia te cross word
44 Famous bandleader 46 "Aba —- Honeymo c>n "
47 Arthur Godfrey 's
instrument
48 Young girls
50 Cone-bearing treei

'

ACROSS
. 1.Edible fruit
-"6 High-ranking angel
'12 Goatlike antelope - "
14 City in Missouri ^

RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS next
week will include Kathryn Gibbs Secretarial
School, the afternoon of Tuesday,JVlarch
20th. Sign up soon in the Career
¦ ¦ Planning
Office, i y

• 15 Barbed spear
16 Extra bit
17 ,Geor ge 's lyricist
18 Calendar word
20 Weather outlook
21 Sun

, ', I ->

i

*

l

I-

"
31-. Conta iner
33 Vague discomfort
237Element #_54
34 City in Was hington
24 Mineral 'suffix
35 — out- (.came to
J
25 Longest river in .
ah en d )
DOWN
¦
France
.
36 Droops
'
. •
27 Edge
1-Ancient' monarch
37 Foliage
.
28 As yet (2 wds.)
2 Fort or TV wester n 38:Ancient Italian .
29 Stereo accessory
3 Sports official ,
people
31 Mo re contemptible
for short
39 Daze d con d ition
32 Prevarica ted
4 Debatable
40 Sur ges of win d
.
33 Like new
5' Plains Indian
'¦42 ¦ Bar game .
- 34 Condiment
6 Type of car
44. >{-— Julius Caesar
36 Footwear
7 Whirl pool
45 Time of life
39 Exhausted
8 Drive into
" ,48 French city
-< ..
40 "My
Sal"
9 Shad-like fish
49 Tale ¦¦
41 Golfer J.C.
10*Soap ingredient
52 Brother
, '43 Carry
(2 wds.)
54 Billiard s term . . '

SENIORS AND JUNIORS interested '
in careers in public opinion research and/or
its related fields, or in social psychiatry, may
be interested Ip speaking with two alumni
now in the field . Peter Hart,and His.wife will
be on campus the week of April 15th and will
talk with interested students. If you would
like to set up a time", see Kathy in Lovejoy
110 to make arrangements.
.
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J UNIORS, don't forget the PRE-LAW
Workshop,.now changed to April 26th at
3:30 p.m. It is a must for all juniors interested in 1 law school or law-related fields.
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X Thereis a long standing and close partnership between
,' *."• the Graduate School and the leading,public accounting
,: ..firms:;Arthur Andersen; Alexander Grant; Arthur Young; "
' X - 'c ebbipete &|l_ybrand; Ernst & Ernst; DeLoitte, Haskins &
X - y ;Sells; Laverithbl & Horwath; Peat Marwick jvlltch'ell; Price
,• Waterhouse; and louche Ross,The firms work closely with,
the school both in program design and provision of intern ,)
' y'\.''-.:.','and Oraduate-placement.
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i Graduate School of Professional Accounting
>
J Northeastern University
.
I 360 Huntington Avenue
I .Boston,Mass. 02115
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Even if you have never had a single hour of accounting
in any of your,college courses, you can take advantage of ,.'
this opportunity to build a solid foundation in accounting
concepts and have a rewarding career in professional
.' _ •-. . . ..; _ . .accounting. "
At Northeastern University, you can get ai Master of
Science degree in Accounting in 15 months. Designed
.
especially for non-accounting undergraduates,the North; - eastern program consists-of six months ,of classroom
..
¦ ¦¦, - study, in the basics of accounting, three* months paid on- . .,,
.
the-job internship with a public accounting firm,and then
six months of intensive study integrating your intern experiences with class study, in preparation for the CPA exam.

Colby CoBege

vmkv
**
AuTOPARTS, INC.

© Edward Julius ,, 1978

Have you an
corii^
MS
i^at
in accounting ;
can mean to you?

CONGRATULATIONS to Dave Vivian,
Ra ndy,Papadellis, Neil Mizrier, Kevin Frank,.
Eric Rosengren, and Joseph Meyer, all of
whom have gotten accepted -and/or made
final decisions about professional schools
and .careCTs!;Sehiors - if you have decided,
'" '¦'
let us know! '¦.¦/ ' ' ¦¦ '"• ' " .

"

'57 Fortifications
58 Wise guys

Solution on p a g e7

Now is the perfect time,to sign up for
SIGI (Siggy)! The computer can help you
plan next year's courses and tell you how to
prepare NOW for your career after you graduate. Sign up soon!
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51 Ice cream di sh
53 Prot ective sub- stance
55 Bur d ensome
56 Hire s

11 Mad —

12 Mr. Wills
>
13 Showed scorn
-14 Sin city ¦
19 Peevish state '^
22 Type of candy
24 — found
26 Decree
28 Well-kn own hotel - ¦• - 30 Understand , .
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Needed: J ^otmal
Communication
what its presi"
Dartmouth College held a day-long convocation last week forwere
released .
faculty
and
dent termed "an experiment In communicatio ns." Students
racism,
and
of
charges
discussion
on
fro m classes Thursday for speeches and small-group
reactions
to.the
favorable
had
pollege
comm
unity
the
Members
of
sexism on campus.
to the discus-. :
day ; one black student even attributed a subsequent reduction in tension
.- ,• ." ¦ '¦-'
'
v
sions
The Echo would like to see similar moratoriums, perhaps once a semester, at
Colby. We are not Dartmouth , but we would certainly-benefit from a similar program,
tailored to our own needs. There are always pressing issues on campus that should be
brought before all constituencies of the college as .a group.
¦
Even more important , such all-campus get-togethers would help promote a
feeling of comm-unity between students , faculty and administrators ; that we sorely lack .
now. Although there is some interaction between members of each group, we have no established means for individuals and the groups as a whole to present their opinions to the
entire college. The result is ignorance : students don 't know the: faculty 's and administra¦
¦
tion 's feelings on issues, and vice-versa.
.. " ' ¦: .:. :
. . ,
in
his
speech
to
President-elect
Cotter
last
week,
during his visit to Colby
students and in in Echo interview , stressed the importance of informal commurication
between students, faculty and administrators. Regular convocations would bring about
' -¦— . ' _ ¦¦• ¦
that communcation . as well as provide a forum for student opinions. .
There is a multitude of issues at Cplby that merit all-campus discussion. For
starters, the Echo suggests minority students and professors , women's studies, tenure,
;the curriculum and student input in the decision making process. Concerns of a more
a Colby liberal arts educa- general nature could also
be discussed ; such as thetneaning of
: " . ¦¦ "
¦ ¦ ¦
'
¦
'
¦ ¦
tion.
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Cpmmuncations between all campus bodies is essential to a college. Dartmouth
achieved-it last week with their moratorium. The 'Ecfto. hopes Colby can create the same y
student-faculty^dministration rapport , starting next semester ,.with regular !'days off"
for all-campus iiiscussions. It's about time Colby started acting like a community , y

To Our Future Stu—A

...

'
Mdr qusee
Photo -by' Cathie

EcIioes FrmnWli&^msi

¦

You have the choice between merely being administrators-a necessary tunctho responsibility of leading and inspiring the student body. Don't be:
assuming
tion-or
mistaken, there are vast differences between administration and leadership..The structure
of the Stu-A requires only that you administrate, but the Echo feels your responsibility
transcends this task. The near completion of our building and plant improvement spree
and the emergence of our academic reputation , along with the entrance of a potentially •
great humanitarian president-Colby 's past and future demands that you go beyond merely
the challenges of guiding Colby 's transition into a .
serving as administrators and, rise to
.
'
.
... ,- .. .- . .;>".. "x- \ y - '¦/ .- ¦¦- ¦*<-v ^¦ ¦ ¦¦X ' -"''' 'X ^ ^X '
..
..
.
.
:
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new era.- v. _ >-• - . •
^

May 7, 1941

And To The Students...
Although many claims have been made about the apathy of students at Colby,
.the number of entries in this year's Stu-A election show that such an attitude is"hopefully,,
a thing of the past . However, the hew Stu-A is impotent without the support arid assist
tance of thestudents. Colby is a community, but at this point it remains fragmented-^,
collection of vested interested groups. With a strong Stu-A and a responsive student bod y
perhaps these groups can be drawn together into a community, of shared coihiriitments*.
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Receiving.favorable notice by" those
concerned with the problems with which ,
America is nowlfaced is the booklet entitled "You .Can Defend America." General X
John J.. Pershing has commended the booklet as a "message to every American.',' Our
own President Franklin .W. Johnson ,also .
feels that the mesmge that the book, bears is specially noteworthy in these
¦ days of a y
labojr-tr oubled America. ¦¦",- ' ¦ . - y ; - The booklet which is easily read in
fifteen minutesI vuiges each American to.do .;
his part iri'the homeyin industry, arid in , >
every walk in life . The booklet stresses the
point that sturdy., almost imnregnalle walls
were built by China;and later by France,!
but due to the .disunion ofthe people these
walls were found lacking in their desired:
effect. America too is buildins its walls of
ships, planes, arid guns; but a wall is not
enough.^Every person must reinforce that
wall with America's three lines of defense• sound homes, teamwork
in industry, ay..
¦¦
united
nation: •;¦ ¦•'> •
'
¦ The
booklet urges every American to
work fpr that sound home. Personal gain
must be a secondary importance in industry to both employer and employee. Then ,
••

we will be able to accomplish the' difficult
task ahead. And filially the booklet urgesX
that each individual swing to the side of v.
the union,' for as a divided nation we" wiir
perish, "united we will stand." ' - '
"
*

October 4, 1973
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In a move designed to promote better working relationships between the stud
ent body, and their
student government
1
representatives', Stu-G again altered its election procedures.This past Monday night
.dorm meetings were held in-order to' elect
their respective Stu-G menrlbers for the, X
forthcoming school y ear .,The apparejht ? '5 U;
intent of the dbrm-meetirig process, which :
is more cumbersome and requires more a •¦ ' .
w ork f or: present Stu-G representativesv t ; ' .'
is to insure that all the residents of a dorrn-;itory have an opportunity Ito first become
acquainted with and thenjeyaluate i,the, - Candidates before electing their represent- '• •;:
ative(s). Furthermore . the ; pr es ent offi cers :of ;Stu-G feel that if trie student body is X. acquainted with ;their representatives, there ¦*'.'
will be a free flow .of inpu t s , in the form of
*
suggestions or complaints;' as par t of t he '- ; -S.
:
'
istudenti government prpcesis/ . X;^ X .XX

To the Editor:
While I am still somewhat put off by
the irresponsible" statement made concerning fraternities in your March 1st issue,
there are certain facets of the paper which
even in my anger, I have to concede some
appreciation. Perhaps this will seem contra
dictory to some but, well, I don 't care.
I was impressed by several things in
last weekVECHO. Primarily, this "is the
first ECHO in my four years at Colby that"
has finally come out to confront some of
the more pressing Issues. The Colby-Teamsters situation ^ ajness that has been teem
ing for months. It is convoluted, with-the
complete arguments about advantages
and disadvantages still clouded on both
sides. However, an extensively investigated
article finally brought the issue out for student viewing.
The Reiter decision, as well as some
others not widely publicized in the past,
is a blatant travesty. The ECHO may have
gone slightly overboard in its editorial
against tenure yet it has raised some very
important issues-issues such as: Why aren't
students involved directly on the Promotion
and Tenure committee? Students serve on
all college committees and certain Trustee
committees. Certainly that is apt precedence
for arguments concerning responsibility
of student input into the tenure decisions. "
Various people say that the doctorate
degree and quota systems are not really
taken into account. Then why, if I may
repeat what the ECHO has most pointedly
asked, is a teacher "characterized as 'a faculty member who has an excellent teach_mg record but does not have the Ph. D. not
being given tenure!
What overwhelms me is that when
che pass/fail option for distribution require
rnents was negated two years ago, the major
reason was because of lack of student inter:st
g and commitment in the required lanuage courses and, now, there is a professor
vno has gotten more student support than
iny professor during my four years at Colby,
i professor who has, according to students
la vingtaken his courses, spurred that inerest and commitment which was "so
icking two years"ago, and he is being
enied tenure. What is going on in this place?
I've never had Professor Reiter nor ,
let him personally yet I don 't feel I can
t back quietly in light of the strong student
pinion on campus. Perhaps more important,
owever, is that this points to an inherent
'eakness in the Student Association. We
, y
an 't do a thing.
^
Sincerelyj
Sid Mohel
Ex ecutive Chairman
Student Association

;

iTo the Editor.. :^l Xz,xX yX \ X:y X - XxX'XxXX . T-hereJias been a lot of talk recently :; ,
;:cpncerning;the apathetic nature:of the'Colby ;
-Student bpdy.jV.hi|e m^
been;direaed 'at:o^sup
^therein; for. deryarious Colby athletic
at teams',-;
this'ar^merithas: also been aimed our ¦-!
;cohc&n :vvith.-^
X'
I Student 'Goyiernme^
:
today; ijni s^fthatoxily a very small per- J ;
1
;centage of the student body would knbw^ ;^ .
the names of their respective class or Student ^socktiori officers^' - v ^ ^
'_ Qn Friday, March ld , tomorrow, the
elections for next year's class' and Student
;Association officers will be; held at "Roberts
.Union. This is the ,chance for the student bod y
of Colby,to provefhopefull y, that they are
hot apathetic>;but are indeed interested iri.' and concerned with their student government ; No doubt every student has seen the
multitude of campaign:sigiK fiUing Ouf
buUetih-boards from Foss/Wpodmah to
Roberts Union. There is i choice between
two or:more .candidates for virtually every! p^.
position! If for .some reason a student does /
not support one of the candidates for a
"
particular office he or she''does ' have the
opjtioh to write-in the name of a candidate '
y , y;y
whom
,
¦ , he or she does; support,
•. ¦•y .7',It"i§';' up;to':-.iiM','-^iB ' .Studerite of Colby, ''
to either give merit tof or to hopefull y^ disprove, the claims concerning bur^apatrietic nature: It is rriy hope that a large number
of students will show up atjRoberts Union
tomorrow arid by casting their yoies.show - that we are indeed concerned with and in^ •
terested in the Golby Student Government. Sincerely/ "

:XX

Ja y H X O t k ' S ^XX Xy

X-X . . |

To the Editor:
I would like to thank all of the people who helped to putjtogether the Benefit
Concert for the Abortion fund '. The musicians-Floyd's Motel, Samsara Blues Band ,
Sara Frolio and John Smedley and Geoff
Ives. The behind-the-scenes workhorsesJane White, Bruce Alsop, Lany Torres, Jean
Jean Sherwood, Cindy del Papa, Margaret.
Saunders and Kay Lavoie. And the people who supported the cause and enjoyed some
good music. We made $132, which wouldn't
cover one abortion but 'which is.certainly
a start. So thanks very much-mayb e we can
do it again sometime!

Nancy Bodwell

To the Editor:

' ' - .. ' ; " -

-

X X xV i ewant to thank- the members of the
visitation team that ie-eyaluated the teacher
preparation program at Colby College this
week The 13-member team, led by Dr. X "
Ralph Ryder, Superintendent.of Schools
in SAD 2 Greenville,-:included the following
persons: Dr. Bryant Bean, Chairman, Division of Liberal Studies at Husson CollegeMrs. Morton Brod y- of :Waterville• Dr. Wayne
Gersen, Princi pal of Telstar Regional High
School in Bethel ; Tom Brady, principal of
Winslow Junior High School in Winslowclassroom teachers Arthur Clark, Department Head in Math at Winslow High; '
School; Dr. Robert Ireland, Team Leader in
Social Studies at Marana cook Community '
; School in Readfield; Nancy Nielsen , "Spanish
and German at Cony High School in Augusta; Carol Noel, Brookside Elementary
School; Jane Abbott, Chairperson in Science
at Waterville High School ; and Cath y Shorte_ c"airperson in English at Messalonskee
High School ; arid two Colby students: Bruce
Brown and William P*ullen. Their public service is deeply appreciated.
' '
Thanks
also
go
to
Mr.
David
Tilton of
u Maine
ir
the
Department of Educational and
Cultural Services for his help " in recruiting
the team members and planning, organizing,
and coordinating the five-day visit.

S-

Harold Jacobson
(Winslow);.
Marilyn S.' Mavrinac
(Waterville) ;

¦¦'
To the Editor: .
. Last week's edition contained an article
entided "Pressure Situation " in Bruce Brown
Hail Colby Hail? .In his artide
Brown's colum,
;Heimlick Maneuver (also called
article the
abdominal thrusts) was described. The description of the thrusts was correct, but some
important details were left out. The following
is the approved American Red Cross and the
American Heart Association 's treatment of a
conscious victim with an airway obstruction.
If the victim has "good air exchange
with only, partial obstruction and is stiff ablie
to speak or cough effectively, do no interfere
with his or her attempts to expel a foreignbody. ,
If the obstruction is serious:
1. Identif y complete airway obstruction by a
asking the victim if he is able to speak (an airway obstruction will prevent from flowing by
the larynx.)
2. Four back blows between the shoulder
blades.
3. Four manual abdominal thrusts as described in last w'eeks article.
4. Repeat four back blows and four abdominal
thrusts until they are effective or until the • .
victim becomes unconscious, at which poinf
the best we can offer is to suggest that you
take a first aid course before you are a wit'
ness to such a situation. "
Student Primary Emergency Care \ .
System (SPECS)
• ' . - .' y
" Thanks,
Jim Elmore
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by Chih-Chien Hsu

¦
The anti-Vietnam war era movie Hearts
!• " ,
' and Minds -was recently shown at Colby. It
;came only weeks after the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia and during the;vefy week
that Communist China started its own inva- ~
sion of Vietnam. Thus, it seems to be a primtime to reflect on the "lesson of Vietnam."
The movie Hearts and Minds portrayed
the Communist North Vietnamese as vali- .
ant patriots fi ghting against American imperialist agression to 'liberate .' their com()atriots in South Vietnam. The movie highighted political prisons and prisoners undo:
the former South Vietnamese regime of
Nyuen Van Thiieu , American b ombings of
North Vietnam and torture of Vietcong suspects, It showed Buddist monks and Catholic priests in South Vietnam calling for .an
end to the war against Communist North
Vietnam. The movie clearly implied that
once the United States got but of Vietnam
and allowed the Communists to take over,
all these evils would disappear
^
Now, four years after the "liberation"
of South.Vietnam, what have been the results? Polit ical prisons and prisoners still ' ,, . - '
abound in Vietnam and in fact have increased
Amnesty Intcrriatioiial estimated that , there
are as many as 750,000 polit ical .prisoners
in "Vietnam since the Communist take-over.
When was the'last tithe that a Congressional
delegation or any international body was ,
¦ ' allowed to visit the infamous Con Son -, ',
'
flslahd Tiger cages for political prisoners?
One wonders how much religious freedom
the outspoken leaders of the old Siiigori re"gimc enjoy now, since the Communists haye
rstfirt 'ed a vigorous; campaign to quash all ;
• forms of organized religion. And why do
Hundreds or thousands of Vietnamese continue tbiflee Vietha^^ unsafe and rickety
'boats at great risks to their lives?
¦' :" ' ' "
,
',tl»t tho CoAi- ..* .^^ ' -V- *It - ii' 3Us6 - |ndeiBa . i_»riic
munlst Vietnamese ^
againstrVaggressibiiV still, fresh in their minds,
y v,
. shotaecTdeto invade and occupy their
• neighbor Cambodia. Although the Pol Pot

regime in Cambodia has been universally
condemned for its massive violations of
human rights and the slaughter of untold . ,
thousands or millions, one wonders whether
the Vietnamese really occupied Cambodia
to liberate its oppressed people, as Hanoi
claims. It is a well-known fact that Laos,
another n eighbor of Vietnam , lias been reduced to an obedient satellite of Vietnam.
Cambodia refus ed tb . bow to Vietnam and
it appears that they have been forcebly subdued. ¦ ¦
Considering the recent Vietnamese
expansionistic actions, maybe the old "dom
ino theory." which was the target of con- ,
stant attack by the doves in the Vietnam
war era as a "Red Scare" lie on the part of
the establishment, may hot be that tar off
base after , all.
What of Communist China's tiireeweek old invasion of Vietnam? Communist
China has always claimed itself t o b e t he
champion of tne third world's struggle against super power "hegemony."- With the
recent invasion of Viet nam , it has shown
itself to be little better than the Vhegemonists" (i.e., the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.). It invaded Vietnam to help prop up its own
client state Cambodia. Communist China
must also have been j ealous and aneered bv
Vietnam's decision to drift toward the Soviet
Union , Communist China's rival in the struggle for the domination of the world Communist movement.
During the Vietnamese invasion of
Cambodia and the subsequent Chinese
Communist invasion of Vietnam, heavy
shcllings and bombings preceded the actual
attacks. But one element was missing in the
recent Indo-China fightingi CBS, NBC, and
ABC were not allowed to film the resulting
blood and suffering among the people as
was the case during the U.S. involvement in
Indo-China. World opinion seems to be that
ivhaithey don't see won't bother their consciences. That might explain why Jane Fonda
refused a New York Times offer t o comment
onthc recent Inao-China f ighting.

(Pirf t er Sp eaks Out
There was a report, the last certifying
of these problems. I haven't seen them yet,
report of the college, by the New England
but I want to read them, and I 've asked
the ECHO interviewed Colby 's president-elect, William R. Cotter, durin g
people to,send "me things.
group of colleges, and it was a very strong
his cam pus visit last week. The text of the interview follows.
I'm going to be getting the Echo and
report on the college - highly complimenmestically, or in an exchange program or
I've asked you to. send me past"_?cAo.'s that
tary - except in two areas. First, there are
ECHO: How do you feel about student ininternship; You get a chance to go away,
not enough women professors and women
raise important issues. And I'll make'that a
put in the decision-making processes? Right
administrators.Second, the minorities - the
grow, broaden yourself intellectually and
general offer. If people have something in
now we have between 1and 3 students on
personally, and then you come back to
lack of Black students and Black faculty here. writing that they think I ought .to know amany of the college committees -in most reintegrate that knowledge and share the
Those are real problems. I don 't see wh bout before I come up".. .'send it down to
cases they're so outnumbered by faculty,
experience with others.You then solidify
it's difficult to attract women to Colby (I can> me. I'm not guaranteeing I'll read everyadministrators, and trustees, that some stuall of the course work and reflect how it
understand why it's difficult to attract
thing, but at least I'll have the opportunity
dents feel they don't have much importance
was or was not relevant for the kinds of
Blacks).
I
think
that's
an
important
question
to do so. And that will give me a running
Do you have any thoughts on this?. .
outside experience that interested you '
' start/: ., :..:. . -y .\ *XX- 'X : - ^X- xx ¦: . ' •¦ ¦' .¦ '¦..- x
that I'll have to look into. Do people not .
and .took you away from campus.
apply or is there some kind of standard
I've just met now in President Strider's
COTT E R: I think that the student input
Exchange programs are difficult
working its way in that shouldn't be there?
office with the Vice-President, :and he's putprobably will have to be viewed more as
things, managerially they're pains in the
ting a package together with things for me
student input and riot studentr power. On
neck , but it seems to me they're worth it
to read. So, reading is one way of finding ;.
tenECHO
:
What
are
your
feelings
on
the
those committees if you doubled the numand are important things to encourage. If
':,;,X~
out what's going on;
system
in
ure system, on starting a contract
bers of studentsit wouldn't change the balthis can be made consistent with the recontroversy
in
view
of
the
recent
its
place,
ance pf power that exists in a complicated
quirements of the study program, I 'd¦ like
"1 think the studerits input pro .
on campus concerning tenure?
institution like this - which is trustees, ad.!¦¦' . , . ' ¦
to see it encouraged.
cess
ought
to be formal and regular ,
ministration, faculty. The faculty is the onI
read
about
this
in
the
COTT
ER:
Yes,
but
students
should also'be encouiV
gding part - they are the tenured. Both adECHO: While we're thinking about minthe
most
sensitive
aged
to
participate
an i nformal
Echo.
Ten
ur
e
is
pr
obabl
y
¦¦
ministration and students are temporary.
¦;¦•. " ¦¦¦ • -. ¦¦'.' . "^ x: on
- . -y- ^ xX ' . x - i \yy -.
ority students, how do you feel about reinstitution.
There'basis."?issue
that
confronts
any
. .'- I'm not sure the power relattonship
verse discrimination? For instance, if a
fore, I think I'd better be extremely tenta- "
is going to shift too much - the input into
black student with less qualifications than
tive
and vague at this time, I have no idea
Another way to learn is by talkingto
the decision-makingis involved in the whole
a white student applied, could you see
'particular
case.
of
the
merits
of
this
people.
I ?m a great believer in informal.c6n-j
it,
process of consultation of how you do if
chosing that black student over the white
is
that
there
is
no
understanding
My.
and I would like to speak with ;
versation,
you have two meaningless,committees and
student?
t
have
a
you
don'
automatic
rule
that
if
, adinihistratbrs, and alurnni,
faculty
studehts
.
a majority of students on it, it's useless.A
-..: but that :
get
tenure
Ph.D.
you
can't
and in small groups,-to 'ulk-' '
both
individually
meaningful committee with aminority on
extenimportant
there have tobe pretty
a hiajor 1
about these issues. If you talk about
COTTER: I don't know if you've read
¦, you
it - good people who do represent student
'
why
a
uating
circumstances
explaining
institution-like,Colby
change
in
an
issues - that will be very seriously considered the Bakke case. I've read the case .. . noPh.D: was hot acquired, to overcome the
want to make sure you've gotten all the irel- :
Particularly in a small place like Colby, body understands the Bakke case. It says
Ph.D.
ybu
should
have
a
presumption
that
'
evant information in first Depending.upbri
I think the student input'process ought to be you cannot have a rigid quota, but it also
programs
ht
,
are
rig
Affirmative
Action
says
formal and regular, but students should also
and I think that's true. Black Americans are
be encouraged to participate oh an/informal
'- basis.' .
ten to eleven percent of our population; the
numbers of Black Americans studying in
ECHO: You mentioned the library as a
higher education today has been creeping
goal.. '. do you have any others - any broad ,
up over the past decade. A great deal of that
general goals - which you'd like to accom- ." ¦
growth, though; has been in Black Colleges
plish? '
and state or city institutions.
Relatively few Black Americans participating in higher education have come to
COTTER: Yes. I think Colby is a very .'.
colleges Tike Colby. Obviously there are.rea-;
high quality institution that's not known as
sons for that:.. but at the.same time, Colby
widely as it ought to be, both nationally and
students get a rather artificial view ,of what
internationally. It seems to me that its qualthe world is like when there are so few minity has outdistanced its reputation. I would
ority students, not only Black Americans,
like to see greater interaction, not just for
the personal, satisfaction of having Colb y's
on the campus, because they 're terribly imname better known, but because I think
portant parts of the U.S.
that helps to strengthen your role in treating students and faculty and that 's the core
"Mike the idea of ^ having stud,
'
of the college.
ents get off-campus
for a period of
- .-."' - ¦¦:' x. t y -. ¦ > ¦ ,-.¦:, ¦ . < . , -¦ ,.,;, . - ¦¦
time.
ECH O: You have many contacts in Africa'
- will you work on exchange programs be. , ;- They may not be very important in '
tween Colby arid international countries?
the state of Maine, but Colby draws more
broadly than Maine, and even those from
COTTE R: I would certainly like to look
Maine are not' necessarily going to make .',' y
at that. My experience with the Ford Fountheir
careers in Maine. So we're serving a
dation showed that a lot of those exchange
national
constituency, and we ought to have
programs, particularly international, are
some
reflection,
a greater one than we do, y
terribly expensive, and you can't really do
of
what
national
realities are. In that sense
very many of them until you've got some
Colby
is
a
little
artificial.'
money. Now there are some government
Also, I think that for Black Amerifunds , Fulbright and others that are availcans
who
can do the work, Colby would be
able, and the organization that I now head
a
great
place.
I think they caii find the warmtl
has scholarship funds to bring African stuand
receptivity
here that we have found .
'
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dents to the U.S;, and I hope we get some.
There
s
a
very
special
atmosphere at this ;
William-?. Cotter, Colby 's 1.8th president
Colby used to have students from Africai
place and it's the kind of atmosphere that I
ten to fifteen years ago.
think - both intellectually and in terms of
When outside evaluatbrs look at a college , y ' the complexity of the issue, it may take ./
human interaction — would be very comforquite a .while. Other times, an administrator
Colby.... they perhaps unjustly want
table for Black Americans. But l ean also see like
there s y , will find that the arguments for a change
of,Ph.D.'s
to
see
what
percentage
"Colby is a very high quality
that to a Black visiting the campus, it would
and against a change are balanced in such a
are on the faculty; And Cdlfcy has striven
,
institution. . .it seems to n.e that
be very alien. The constituency is so white,
in
the
past
fifteen
to
twenty
years
to
be
fashion' that it's probably not worth all the
'
its quality
has
outdistanced
its
repand as you go through the town it is so white. sure that that percentage was going- .up. all
friction resulting from a decision to cliiange;
'
utation. r •:;. "¦
That must put off a number of the candidates the time, and lC has been going up all the • ¦", ' ¦
5o,-ybu
out it bnlthe back burner to see if \
I don t think that Colby should lower
'•' . ' .'' . ¦' • ; ' . ¦ -' ¦'¦ ¦'. XX : '¦' >XX --XX ¦' \X- ' '¦¦' ¦ '¦ ¦¦¦ we know rhbre about it'; a year from how arid
•
time.
Also, Colby had an exchange program
its standards. On the Other hand , there is a thinkit is important to have a
can reach a consensus^ ; : : y
with Fisk University. I don't know whether
range of standards, and it is clear that the ad- Ph.D.\ Sol
A college is a cbnsehsuarinstitution.
Whether or nbt'it .wbiild be an inthat program is still alive or not , but it was
missions process is more,
than SAT scores ' [
I
;.
well,
•
in
all-cases
obstacle
A
president
may legally make final decisions
superable
¦
r
i
¦:'
'
r
'
v
¦
'
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important in the early 60's. One of the
".;' . ' ' >-. ; 'i" ' - X ' :
and class rank. But there's
automatically)
but those are only valid decithink
it
is
in
some
cases,
don't
trustees at A.A.I. is John Lewis, a black
, We are looking for;a diverse student ,
'presumption;that if .you don't
'strong
sions
if
they/re
rooted in an understanding
a
very.
American who is head of an educational
body that brines a whdle range of talents, •
haye'tb be enormous'
, other constituenciei. are. The
there
have
a
Ph.D.,
where
tlie
of
project which seeks to register blades in the
interests, experiences' and characteristics
• countervailing arguments and pressures and
president rrtust try to reason with and interSouth to vote. When I told him I was coming
that will make it a healthy place for every-X
reasons to give the tenure without it, I think act with the ;pebple concerned. Hopefully,
to Colby, he broke into a very warm set of
body. I think!that's just as true for football ,
that's not a bad general set of rules, though,
ydU cart get some typc 'of cbhsensus from:¦•:reminiscienccs about his experiences with .
players or Black Arnericahs as it is for every: whether
'. w ere;applied properly
rules
those
those people. Normall lots of people nirc
Colby students when he was a student at
one elsewhose SAT scores may hot be at ' , to .the facts in this case or; not I have abso- ' going to be irrevocablyy,divided aridi sbihe •
Fisk in the early (50's during the freedom'
; ; ; - ';; ! lutely
thel'top of the entering class. '
f no idea. \; Xy r XXP 'p X . 'X ' - X;.
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were down at Fisk ' and were with them. xX
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ECHO : iri termi of iih affirm ativc' actioii
; ECH0: You meritibhed that you had to
, but also for /,; ;
f
or
learnin
g
purposes
only
They were participating in the demonstra- , '• '
program, what aboiit th^professbrs 'here f,. . find out ' more about campus problems. "What constituency building. It's very impbrtant
tions and the sit-ins. Or course / Freedom V
eighty-three berdent ;,of< ( Colby,professors, arc : do you plan ori'dbirig next year when,you ';
if you 're going to overturn somebody's * ;
y -;
Rides dbri'tgo on anymore,"!at Fisk.br ¦ XX
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end
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very meaningful to.the people who partici- '
number. I believe there ought to be an affirm "" 'CbTT.fiR-:'^tni- be-as-diig ' a 'lot'.Q£ 'q«fci^_*i» ;talk with you about it ~ they got their i;
pated; I like the idea of havihg students get
views before yoii^ and maybe you disJ y; . ,
atlve action pr(|gritni for worheri'
adirdriistrdji;
off the campus for a period or time ;to do l
about things, and I'll be reading a lot. First
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